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Abstract 

The body is central to the hxts of Daphne Marlatt, Betsy Warland, Louky Bersianik, 

Marlene Nourbese Phiiip, and Liiiian Allen. These authors question images 

imposed on wornen's bodies, and utilize the body and its senses in order to 

foreground the speahcities of their subject positions as feminists, lesbians, and/or 

women of colour. The body thus becomes a signifier which can (re)present images 

of women's r e p d  bodies, such as the sexual and materna1 body. Moreover, the 

authors disrupt the Western patriarchal emphasis on the gaze by focusing on the 

senses associated with the mouth and ears. Thematic representations of touch, 

taste, orality, and auraiity become a means of grounding the text in the body. In 

addition, in order to emphasize the senses, the authors also invoke the readefs 

body through the auditory sense. In short, the body which was once repressed 

becomes a thema tic and performa tive articulation of women's specific su bjec tivi ties. 

iii 
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lî faut que la f e m e  s'éaive: que la femme écrive de la femme et 
fasse venir les femmes à l'kfture, dont efles ont été éloignées aussi 
wolemment qu élles l'ont et& de leurs co~s . "  

-Hélène Cixous, "Le rire de la Méduse" 



Introduction 

The key element in communication and in self-(re)presentation is language, 

be it oral, written, sign, or body language. In each instance, the body becornes 

centrd to voicing one's subjectivity. In this thesis, 1 wiii examine the articulation 

of the body and its various intersections with language and ideology in works by 

five contemporary Canadian women writers: Daphne Marlatt, Beky Warland, 

Louky Bersianik, Marlene Nourbese Philip, and Lillian Men.  With their d i f f e ~ g  

emphases on sexuality, gender, and race, these writers can ail be seen as occupying 

a space within feminist discourse; the commonaiity among them is the centrahty of 

the body in their (re)presentation of women's subjectivities. They are conscious of 

previous appropriations and presentations of the body. Not only do they question 

and destabilize these images, they actively sense the body, both thematically and 

performatively in order to re-image themselves. 

There is an underlying assumption in contemporary thought that subjectivity 

is sociaiiy constructed and framed within and by language (Weedon 21). Yet 

language is never neutral; it incorporates a series of ideological associations which 

are influenced by the specific socio-historical-politicai environment within which 

it originates. Within a contemporary Canadian setting, language reflects the 

Western pafriarchal power structure. It is therefore not surprising to find that a 

number of contemporary Canadian authors, in particular women writers, theorize 
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their problematic relationship with language. They present and contest the sexist, 

heterosexist, and racist assumptions in language, then manipulate the language into 

a (re)presentation of their individual subject positions, which are r e p r e s d  within 

Western patriarchal language and ideology. 

The most pubiicly debated problern with language is sexism. However, 

current discussions around "political correctness" focus on the usage of language, 

and not on the ideology which it represents. In order to iiiustrate the patriarchal 

nature of language, Hélène Cixous explains that the pabiarchal value system is 

based on an "endles series of hierarchical binary oppositions that always in the end 

corne back to the fundamental 'couplef of male/femaleff (Moi 104). This 

fundamental male/female binary is used to jus* the sexist nature of patriarchy 

since "fernale" is associated wiih subordinate concepts. Monique Wittig goes one 

step further and argues that the fundamental male/female binary perpetuates the 

heterosexist nature of society; associating aii opposites to either the male or female 

gender emphasizes the necessity of heterosexual relations within patriarchy. 

Moreover, the notion of binary opposites can easily be adapted to illustrate the 

racist history of Western ideology. Take for example the following series of 

binaries: good/evil, white/ black colonizer/colonized. W ri ters such as Phdip and 

Allen shggle  with patriarchal language to express themselves as women, as well 

as struggle with the Western language imposed on them historically. Their use of 

English serves as a reminder of colonialism. As Philip writes: 



my father tongue 

is a foreign lan lan lang 

language 

anguish 

a foreign anguish 

is englis h. (She T&s 58) 

Ln other words, for women writers and writers of colour, representing their 

individual subjectivities becornes bying-both in the sense of the difficulty of, and 

in the sense of an attempt at, (re)presentation. In addition to king oppressed as 

women and as blacks, Phiüp and M e n  both face the difficuity of being immigrants 

to Canada. The importance of race in their works is due in large part to racism 

within society, but is exacerbateci by the lack of a black writing or Literary tradition 

(Philip "writing" 229). Because ideology is perpetuated in language, anyonel 

wishing to express a subjecfivity other than those prescribed by patriarchy has first 

to acknowledge and then to disrupt the underlying oppression of language. 

Yet, having questioned the inherent power relations in language, women are 

stiii left with the problem of representing themselves in a language that inherently 

suppresses their subjectivities. W omen mus t therefore crea te al terna tive modes of 

l Although 1 wdl be concentrathg on women's contentions with language and patriardiy, the same 
exclusion could be contested kom a mide perspective. For example, gay men, and men of colour 
are sinuiarly subordinated and silenced. However, since 1 have Limited the scope of my work to 
women's writing, 1 WU from now on refer exdusively to women. 



expression which better represent them. Canadian women authors, since they must 

of necessity work with and in Western patriarchal language,2 choose to theorize 

their struggle with the power structure within and outside their works in order to 

illustrate their precarious position In short, they choose words that originate from, 

echo, and mimic Western patriarchal language, yet distort them thematically and 

hxtuaily. They create new structures, new fonns, new genres, and most 

importantly, new ways of reading and understanding. Cixous, Luce Irigaray, and 

Julia Kristeva are probably the best known proponents of a "new language." 

Focussing specificaily on the suppression of women in patriarchal language and 

ideology, they argue that pahiarchal language is fixed, while women's language is 

necessarily multiple, transient, and fluid. For both Cixous and Irigaray, the 

fundamental difference is that women's writing is iinked to their sexuality. Irigaray 

contends that woman's need for non-unitary, non-linear writing is based on her 

plural sex organs. Although Irigaray's association of language, writing, and 

genitalia makes her concept of "&rihue férnuriné' gender specific, Cixous does no t 

exclude men from female writing. She believes that the origin of "female writing" 

is the repressed body, which couid also be male. 

* In referring to Westernpafn;urhalia~guage, I am referring to the various and distinct authorized 
discourses that are used in a hierarchical soaety. For example, Marla t t and Warland con tend with 
the authority of the patriarchai and heterosexist nature of language, whüe Phüip and Ailen 
problematize the colonial authority mherent in language. Although 1 recognize there exists 
oppression on the bas& of gender, race, sexual orientation in soaal  systerns other than Western 
patriarchy, the authors diçcusçed al i  work within Western patriarchy. Thus, in order to encompass 
the multiplicity of oppressions imbedded in language whldi are contested by the various authors, 
I will refer to Western patnarchal language and Western patriarchy. 
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In "Le rire de la Meduse," Cixous argues that "en s'écrivant, la femme fera 

retour à ce corps qu'on lui a plus que confisqué" (43). She urges wornen: "Écris-toi: 

il faut que ton corps se fasse entendre" (43). Cixous associates the silencing of 

women with the süencing of their bodies. Women's bodies have been defined and 

insaibed by patriarchal authority, and in the case of women of colour, by colonial 

authority. Therefore, in order to represent themselves, women must re-appropriate 

their bodies. The body is essential to their writing, and their writing is essential to 

their embodiment They camot define themselves, their individualities, their 

subjectivities if they camot define their bodies. 

Within contemporary feminisms, the female body has become a central 

subject of discussion, and is the site of various power struggles? The anaiornical 

body is seen, within contemporary discourse, as the site of various social 

acculturations, which create a gendered body marked by and interpreted within a 

s peahc socio-historical-cultural framework W i thin the Western patriarc hal s y s tem, 

this translates into the basic masculine/feminine dichotomy imposed on the male 

and female body, respectively. However, if gender is a soc~*alconstruct, it does not 

follow that there are only hYo genders. Judith Butler argues: 

If gender is the cultural meanings that the sexed body assumes, then a 

gender cannot be said to follow from a sex in any one way .... When the 

relevant 'culture' that 'constructs' gender is understood in terms of such a 

For a sample of discussions presenting women's struggie for the body fiom a variety of 
disciplines, see the collection of essays in Anatomy of Gender. 
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law or set of laws, then it seems that gender is as determined and fixed as it 

was under the biology-is-destiny formulation. (6,8) 

Recognizing only two genders creates problems for "categorizing" hermaphrodites 

and androgynous people, for example. On the other hand, the body carmot be 

considered a blank slate on which any gender could be inscribed. As Elizabeth 

Grosz points out, "the specific modes of materiality of the 'pageY/body must be 

taken into account One and the same message, inscribed on a male or a fernale 

body, does not always or even usually mean the same thing or resdt in the same 

text" ( VolaHe Bodies 156). To some degree, the physical body mediates attempts 

a t  socialkation. Nonetheless, one must acknowledge that historically there have 

been two sexes, and socialization of gender corresponds rather directly to one's 

perceived (imposed) sex. Consequently, when Cixous urges women to "write their 

bodies," she is urging them to break from the constrictive gender associations thaï 

binds those bodies. They must express every aspect that marks and individualizes 

their bodies, including race, class, and sexuality. 

The notion of "writing the body" has often been criticized as being 

essentialist and self-defeating. Its critics argue that by focussing on the body 

women are simply perpetuating patriarchy's association of woman with body (and 

their subordination to man and mind). AM Rosalind Jones believes that such 

concepts of fMiM, where women focus solely on what is specific to them, simply 

"reverses the values assigneci to each side of the polarity, but sol1 leaves man as the 
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determinhg referent, not departing from the opposition male/female, but 

participaüng in if' (Jones 255). What Jones is arguing is that even though women 

focus on representing themselves and their bodies, they do no t dismpt the binary 

power structure at the foundation of patriarchy. However, what she does not 

recognize, is that, contrary to patriarchal ideology, there is no assumption within 

poststruchiralist feminisms of a basic commonality among women. Cixous is not 

perpetuating patnarchal representations of woman's body; she is telling women to 

draw from their individual bodies. 

It would be detrimental for women to suppress their bodies in response to 

pabiarchfs oppression of them. On the contrary, they must embrace their bodies 

as part of their subjectivities. Since feminist writers are attemptirtg to free 

themselves from pre-conceived notions of "woman," it is more productive to refrain 

from universalizing women's writing, and thus "woman," and to embrace all the 

possibilities of self-expression. Jones does concede, however, that "to the extent 

that the female body is seen as a direct source of fernale writing, a powerful 

alternative discourse seems possible: to wnte from the body is to recreate the 

world" (252). For Cixous, and her supporters, writing the body is not meant to be 

prescriptive. Rather, it is a s t a r h g  point for women. Women's bodies are the one 

thing that they clearly possess and inhabit, and can know intunately. Although 

"writing the body" has been criticized as essentialist, it is important to recognize 
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tha t essentialism is no t inherently negative.' Women can uülize essentialist 

discourse and give it "strategic or interventionq valueff (Fuss 20). In other words, 

what would seem to be essentialist discourse, such as "writing the body" which 

relies on the body and its specific senses, can be deployed in order to question, 

subvert, and displace socialized noms. Consequently, women writers' use of the 

body ailows them the opportunity to present bodies that were heretofore 

unrepresenta ble. 

In their reappropriation of the body, they emphasize its intersection with the 

specificities of sexual orientation, gender, and race in order to represent women's 

personal embodiment As Diana Fuss observes, it is essential to recognize the 

difference between "the body" and "my body": one "camot ignore the role social 

prxüces play in organizing and imaging 'the body,' but nor can it overlook the role 

'my body' plays in the construction of subjectivity" (52). In Uus sense, the 

individual body is as important as the socialized and metaphoncal body. When 

Cixous urges women to: "Write! And your self-seeking text will know itself better 

than flesh and blood" (260), she implores more than a representation of women's 

physical bodies; she wants wornen to present their "spheres," their socio-political- 

cultural position (Armbruster 154). In short, the body camot be separated from its 

social, historical, cultural site (Gatens 11). For this reason, it is important to 

Here I am drawing on Diana F m '  definition of esçentiaIism, where essentialism is "the invariable 
and k e d  properües w M  define the 'whatness' of a given entiLy" (xi). The essentialist argument 
is that there is a natural essence to a being wiuch is then repressed or socialized. Fuçç' argument 
about the soaalization of an essential being is akin to discussions of gendered subjects. 
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recognize that, although ali the authors discussed are women, writing about 

w omen, since their socio-cultural histories are differen t, their bodies are marked 

differently. Their representations of the body are influenced by their politics of 

location, "the places and spaces [they] inherit and occupy, which frame [their] lives 

in very specific and concrete ways, which are as much a part of [their] psyches as 

they are a physical or geographical placement" (Borsa 36). For example, MarlatYs 

and W arland's representa tion of the body reflects their les bian sexualities, while 

Philip's and Allen's representation of the body is marked by race. Bersianik is a 

Quebec author, but her politics of location are rnainly influenced by gender, rather 

than a specific québécois, nationaüst consciousness; nonetheless, because she writes 

in French, she must negotiate the gender specificity inherent in the French 

language. This is not to Say that these women speak for a certain group within 

society, only that their wrïüng is influenced by a cross-section of personal and 

socio-political factors. Also, the fact that their writing is informed by a specific 

background does not rnean that it does not speak to a broader audience. As 

rnentioned, there are commonalities and junchires in presentations of the body even 

though these authors are from disparate backgrounds. Thus, their consciousness, 

the body that informs their writing, and their writing is individual, particufar, 

' E d o  Jorge Rodriguez, says texts "are thus not simply receptades containhg the materia of 
culture in static, cornpilatory, preserved form. They are, rather streams meandering, or urging, 
across the landscape of history, merging with the diluthg flow of other tributaries, and 
transfonning into broader yet more d i s a t e  currents of cultural identity. Identity here is not a 
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Wittun Marlatt and Warland's Two W m  in a Bu-fh, Bersianik's Le Pique- 

nique sur IAcropole, Philipfs She Tres Her Tongue, and Ailen's Women do this 

Every Day, the body is emphaswd as a mode of articulation. Although all the 

authors discussed are concerneci with the body, they do not focus solely on gender. 

As Butler notes: "If one 'is' a woman, that is surely not aii one is; the term fails to 

be exhaustive .... As a resdt, it becomes impossible to separate out 'gendef from the 

political and cultural intersections in which i t is invaria bly produced and 

maintained" (3). For each author, woman's subjectivity lies at a nexus between 

gender, sexual orientation, race, class, history. Consequently their writing reflects 

the multiplicity of discourses that inform their lives. Although there is a critical 

"need" to label writing-assigning it to a clear genre category, in order to better 

study or analyse it-the spectrum of women's works discussed here does not fall 

into one such category, even though they all diçcuss, represent, and voice the body. 

In effect, although the body writing described by Cixous is often termed dm'fure 

f-e, ihis term seems inadquate in referring to the works in question since it 

implies that the creation of a ferninine mode of writing is the central focus of the 

work. Other genre terms such as fiction/theory, language centred wriüng, and 

poshnodernism codd also be applied-to a iimited exknt. However, there is no 

appropriate term (nor should there be) which encapsulates the range of works 

past to be evoked, nor an object to be contemplated in tranquillity, but a dynamic quest, as weiI 
as the sum of successive encounters and mixings across time" (1). Although Rodnguez is 
taJkhg about Carribean oral traditions, he offers an ideal method for reading the fluidity of 
form and subject of Canadian women writers, such as those discussed hem. 



discussed, al1 of which transcend reductive definitions 

The commonality of these works lies in their questioning and theorking of 

language and representation of the body, and in their presentation of tangible 

alternatives. In other words, not only do the authors question and discuss the 

pro blernatics of representing their specific subjectivities, they also present their 

individuai subject positions without compromising the position they present 

theoreticdy. 1 intend to extrapolate the common threads in the presentations of the 

women's bodies, and examine how these similarities in tum present distinct 

differences, and specific nuances which traditionaily have k e n  glossed over. The 

examination of existing representations of the body, their individual (re)imaging 

of the body, and their use of various bodily senses are lnformed by and reflect their 

particular socio-cultural position. 

In order to illustrate the infinite variety of expressions of women's bodies, 

I will begm, in Chapter 1, by examining the different representations of body in ail 

of the texts. First 1 will illustrate the authors' association of the body with 

articulation, echoing Cixous' representation of the body as a writing tool. Having 

indicated the importance of the body for self-(re)presentation, 1 wiii demonstrate 

how the women question and re-create images imposed on the body in general. As 

well, the themes of sexuality and matemity insert a specifically f m d e  body into the 

texts. In order to "demythifjf' the female body and rescue it fkom the male gaze, 

these writers draw on several senses to articulate female subjectivities. Chapter 2 
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will focus on the thematic use of the senses in the women's texts. The eyes, and 

therefore the male gaze, are displaced, and the focus is placed on other methods of 

representation through references b touch, speech, and hearing. Finally, in Chapter 

3 , I  will explore the perfonnah've use of the oral/aural. Not only do the authors 

discuss and illustrate the body through orality, they engage the reader's aural sense 

by using poetic Ianguage, rhythms, and word sounds. Ailen's audience in 

particular is engaged in aurality since her prirnary medium is oral. In short, 

Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, Phiiip, and M e n  peel away the social markers 

imposed on the body by Western patriarchy, articulate embodiment, and inscribe 

various bodily senses to (re)present their specific subjectivities. 



Chapter 1 

"Texte, mon ~orps"~: Body Thema tics 

" We must a h o  wledge tha t a basic common denontinator of f a d e  
experince-in all cuitures and in dl dasses-has km the fact that 
[women $1 bodies have achieved a universal negative sigruhccane; 
bodies which have become palUnpsessts upon whid> men have 
imm'bed and r-bed th& tex&." 

-Marlene Nourbese Philip, "Who's Listening?" 

Women's bodies have been defined by those with the authority to speak: 

patriarchal men. As a group, women have been denied the right to define their 

own subjectivities, and have been forced to conform to images created b y Wes tem 

patriarchy, images which are not only restrictively, but negatively valued. The 

body has b e n  marked by gender, race, and class, where gender entails a set 

sexuality. Women must therefore confront these images and identify the specific 

body which can (re)present their subject position. They mus t recognize the body 

as a site of seif-expression, and utilize it. When Cixous argues that, "en s'écrivant, 

la femme fera retour à ce corps qu'on lui a plus que confisqu &... h s - t o i :  il faut que 

ton corps se fasse entendre," she is advocathg that women shed the passive 

position of s igr ied,  and become signihers ("Le rire" 43). 

1 have drawn this titie hont Cixous' "Le rire" (4). 

13 
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Although MarlatYs, Warland's, BersianiKs, Philip's, and Men's inscriptions 

of the body into their texts are representative of their individual and persona1 

bodies, there are similarities in the manner in which they thematize the body. For 

these authors, the body is both a wnting tool and a text In Volatile Bodies, Grosz 

presents the philosophical history of the body's role as signiher and sigruhed, a 

concept which is empowering to women wnters. The body becomes a site of 

protest, questionin& and rewriting at the personal level, which has socio-cultural 

implications since it dismpts existing images of woman, and woman's body. 

Bersianik, Marlatt, and Warland, who acknowledge Cixous' influence, theorize the 

textual elements of women's bodies in their works. While Philip Links body and 

bodily expression through specific references to the tongue, both as an organ and 

as a language, AUen describes articulation as a heartbeat After analysing the link 

between body and representation, 1 wiU examine how Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, 

Phüip, and Allen re-image the body in their writings. In addition, the women re- 

possess imposed images such as the materna1 body in order to illustrate their 

individual subjectivities. Since the body is acknowledged as a medium for voicing 

alternate subject positions by the authors, then their (re)presentation of specific 

bodies can be interpreted as a challenge to the texts that have k e n  irnposed by 

Western patriarchy. 



A) Body (of) Writing : 

Firçt, and foremost, 1 wiii examine the representations of the body as a tool 

for rewriting and self-expression. The physical body is tangibly linked to both 

political and personal ideology associated with images of the body. Cixous, in "Le 

rire de la Méduse," urges women to write their bodies is order to destabilize 

accepted ideals of women and their bodies, as weii as to create a unique wnting, 

one that wiU aUow women to represent themselves. For Cixous, the body is both 

writing tool and text; women must draw from their bodily (im)pulses (pdsions), 

write in "white ink" (breast milk), as weil as inscribe meaning to their bodies, 

which have been drowned in patriarchal ideology? 1 wiil begin by examining 

illustrations of the body as a writing bol, in Bersianik, Marlatt, and Warland, then 

examine how Philip depicb the problematics of self-expression through references 

to the physical body and colonial discourse. 

The first part of Benianik's Le Pique-nique sur IHuopoIe is a reflection on 

the body's physical co~ec t i on  to writing. She echoes Cixous when she writes: 

"Écrire est une expression corporelle" (28). She goes on to describe how every body 

part is essential to writing, beginning with the fingers, the hand, the a m ,  the 

shoulder, the trunk, and even "les s e h  ne [se] gênent pas pour écrire" (32)- By 

Ming the physical body parts needed to write, Bersianik extends Cixous' me ta p hor 

' One could add that the body has been (mis)interpreted no t only by patriarchal discourse, but b y 
he-xist and colonial discourse as weii. Although Cixous only disasses the body in terms of 
gender, her attempts to recover the body fkom oppressive patriaxhal discourse can and should be 
applied to aff oppressive discourses. 
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of writing the body. Her mention of the breast that writes plays on Cixous' idea of 

woman, "[qui] écrit à i'encre blancheJf (44). The fact that Bersianik invokes the 

image of the breast illustrates that writing as a wuman is central to her work. In 

fa& l3ersianik states: "ma lutte se base sur l'oppression spécifique des femmes. Et 

l'ennemi à renverser, c'est le patriarcar ("Notre corps" 73). Her presentation of 

specific and individual female bodies disrupts the hegemonic image of women's 

bodies which patriarchy uses to suppress women and their individualities. In an 

i n t e ~ e w  with Jean Royer, Bersianik echoes Cixous in declaring that women have, 

up to date, o d y  been presented and interpreted within a patriarchal context. 

Women need to represent themselves for and by themselves, a process which 

begins with the body since wnting is a physical act. 

The second chapter of BersianiKs novel also dixusses the use of the body for 

writing. However, here she discusses the physical needs of the body, such as breath 

and food, needs without which the body could not survive, and Uius write. She 

plays with the image of the breath, writing: "À moins d'être géranium et de respirer 

par la feuille, il faut commencer par dilater ses narines qui sont les bouches 

d'aération du corps qui écrit Parfois ouvrir la bouche qui est le premier Lieu de 

parole afin de ne pas l'oublier quand on écrit" (38). The breath is felt as a physical 

necessity by the body that writes. Moreover, the breath via the mouth becomes 

representative of speech. The body/text juxtaposition is made even more explicit 

w hen Bersianik says that "il faut ouvrir des bouches d'aeration dans son textef' (36). 
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Therefore the image of the mouth that brings in the breath that is needed in writing, 

is the same mouth that speaks what is written, and is &O the mouth through which 

the text (the literal text here, not the body) breathes. The breath that (re)presenh 

women's subjectivities is visuaiiy Uustrated in Bersianüc's novel by her insetion 

of quotes from various sources. The body of the text, much like women's bodies, 

is influmced by previous interpretations of the body, which she brings into her text 

through visual "windows," again, returning to the theme of air and breath. 

Bersianik goes on to argue in L e  Pique--nique that: "Ii faut user de respiration 

artificielle. Je suis d'accord que c'est un artifice. Mais l'artifice est passager et 

permet de survivre ..." (37-38). The breath tha t women need to wnte is represented 

as an artrficial one that is, nonetheless necessary. Here the artificial breath can be 

read as the patnarchai language and form that women must use. This artificial 

breath is necessary to opening up the patriarchal text and presenting women. 

Marlatt, in "Musing with mothertongue,"' also look at the comection 

between body and articulation. While Bersianik focuses on the physical aspect of 

self-expression, Marlatt explores the links between body and expression through 

etymological associations and word play. For example, she states that 

hidden in the etymology and usage of so much of our vocabulary for verbal 

communication (contact, sharing) is a iink with the body's physicality: ... 
language and tongue; to utter and outer (give birth again); a part of speech 

Fromhereonin, unlessotherwise indicated, ailpoems by Marlattand Warlandshdbe 
iisted with a page number from Two Wumen in a Birth. 
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and a part of the body; pregnant with meaning; to mouth (speak) and the 

mouth with which we also eat and make love; sense (meaning) and that with 

which we sewe the world; to relate (a story) and to relate to somebody, 

relabed (carrieci back) with its connection with bearing (a child); intimate and 

to intimate; vulva and voluble; even sentence which cornes from a verb to 

feel. (27) 

Within this passage, Marlatt plays with words and meanings in order to c o ~ e c t  the 

body and expression, particularly in reference to buth, pregnancy, and the vulva. 

h other words, she is comecbing the ability to communicate and to (re)present 

oneself with the physical reality of king a woman. Furthemore, she links 

expression with lesbianism by using the verb "to mouth" and c o ~ e c t i n g  it with the 

mouth with which lesbians make love. The body becomes a signifier of women's 

and, particularly, lesbians' subjectivities. The body/text that was once silent is now 

"pregnant with meaning." It is representative of women's bodies, a text that was 

repressed within patriarchal discourse. By giving voice to the body, Marlatt and 

Warland disrupt the body of texts that silence women's bodies, and particularly the 

lesbian body. 

The link between body and representation is manifested quite differently in 

Philip's text While Bersianik and Marlatt show the interconnection between the 

physical body and the necessity of self-expression, the image of the body is used, 

in She Tkies Her Tongue, to represent both the ability and the difficulty of 
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articulation. In "Discourse on the Logic of Language," the tongue becornes the 

central body part Philip's use of "tongue" indicates both the physical organ that 

is needed for speech and language. Depicting English as the father tongue, the 

colonized subject asks, 

What is my mother 

tongue 

my mammy tongue 

my mumrny tongue 

my momsy tongue 

my modder tongue 

my ma tongue? (56) 

The narrator answers her own question by saying that she has no mother tongue, 

and adds that she is "dumb-tongued" (56). Philip represents Engiish as a father 

tongue because "it was the White male colonizer bringing [the colonized] language" 

("writing a memory" 228)? The link between the mother tongue and the lost pre- 

colonial language is represented by the mother image, which is in tum associated 

with the mother land. Philip also illustrates the connection between mother tongue 

and the lost language through the "regression" of the word "mother" in the poem. 

Beginning with the "propef' English form "mother," each line symbolically 

represents an earlier stage in a child's speech development, endhg at the 

Phüip's connection between men and colonisation in no way absolves women's role in 
perpe tuating colonial structures. 
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beginnuig, with a single sound: "ma." Philip has even inserted a demotic version 

of "mothef' (''moddef'), yet the narrator is unable to locate a rnother tongue. The 

mother tongue faiis into a pre-linguistic past that the speaker cannot remember.1° 

The inability to access a mother tongue leaves the speaker "dumbtongued" (56). 

Unable to s p i c  in her own language, the narrabr is "tongue tied," and to a certain 

extent, is silenced. 

The speaker's inability to express herself in the father tongue becomes 

representative of her position as a colonized subject, for colonized people lose the 

fluency for self-representation when a foreign language is imposed. Moreover, the 
' 

imposition of a colonizing language in itseif becomes indicative of colonial violence. 

For example, williin the poem "Discourse on the Logic of Language," Philip 

reproduces " histoncal" pieces, such as Edid II, w hich declares " Every d a  ve caught 

speaking hs native Ianguage shalI be sevmdy punished. Were nec-7, removal 

dthe tongue is recommmded' (58). Here the mother tongue is associa ted with the 

physical tongue that is to be severed if the colonized speaks that mother tongue. 

The comection between the physical tongue and the mother/father tongue 

dichotomy is extended in a parody of an academic multiple-choice test where the 

tongue is associated with taste, speech, oppression and exploitation, and speaking 

is associated with physical body parts @pst tongue, jaw) (59). 

'O The empowering possibilities of a pre-luiguistic state are also theorized by Kristeva, who 
locates femde writing in the semiotic stage. This idea w u  be explored hrrther in my second 
chap ter. 
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Philip similarly connects the body with selfsxpression in her poem 

"Universal Grammar." One of the inserts in the poem is an excerpt from "Mothef s 

Recipes on How to Make a Language Yours or How Not to Get Raped." The recipe 

reads: 

Slip mouth over the syllable; moisten with tongue the word. 

Suck SLide Play Caress Blow-Love it, but if the word 

gags, does not nourish, bite it off-at its source- 

Spit it out 

Start again. (67) 

The African woman's recipe, contextualized by the reference to rape in the title, 

demonstrates how the colonial imposition of the English language is q u a 1  to 

linguistic rape.ll Nevertheless, the imposition of the colonial language is 

undermineci hem by the fact that the woman "has the power to fellate or castrate" 

(Carr "To Heai" 79). Philip explains her choice of imagery by saying that the whip 

or gun that was historically used to control the slaves has now been replaced by 

"more subtle practices of racism," while the penis remains the symbol of control in 

malefernale relations ("Managing" 299). In O ther words, the penis is q u a  ted with 

the imposed colonial language, as well as the oppression of woman. Yet, on the 

woman's part, the mouth is empowered in terms of self-(re)presentation. The 

l1 Although 1 refer to the colonial imposition of EngLsh, 1 m u t  acknowledge that other 
languages, such as French and Portuguese, have been imposed on various countries during 
colonisation. 
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Linguistic and physical rape, when contextualized by Philip's "ht" title, "How to 

Make a Language Yom," becomes an opportunity to make love to the language. 

Even though it is a foreign language/body, she can still "Suck SLide Play 

Caress Blow-Love it" The connotations of these words are very positive. 

Therefore, the recipe for avoiduig rape is to love the words. Here the power given 

to the woman is not only the power to castrate, but the power to love, and in so 

doing, taking control of her body and making the words express her self. 

Similady to the "recipe," Phüip's "Discourse on the Logic of Language" not 

only presents the problematic relationship between the father tongue and 

colonialism but the possibility of (re)presentation In Uiis particular poem however, 

it is the mother tongue that is empowered. In the margin, running lengthwise 

down the page and in bold type, Phüip describes the birth of a chiid who learns her 

mother tongue; the mother is "BLOWING WORDS-HER WORDS, HER MOTHER'S 

WORDÇ, THOSE OF HER MOTHER'S MOTHER, AND ALL THEIR MOTHERS BEFORE- 

INTO HER DAUGHTER'S MOUTHn(58). This is not to imply that the lost African 

language is a matriarchal language. The birth poem in the margin can be related 

to the attemp t at " regreçsion" into the mother tongue in the central poem, where the 

mother tongue is associated with a pre-iinguistic stage. Similarly, within the birth 

poem in the margins, the mother tongue is passed on to the newborn who has not 

yet acquired language, thereby linking it to the semiotic. In addition, the physical 

placement of the mother tongue poem in the margins becomes representative of the 
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rnarginaiization of the colonized, and the colonized's language. Yet the words are 

in bold type, signalling the importance of the mother tongue and the history it 

represents. Philip comments tha t 

when youfre reading the edicts and the central texts, the women's story is 

unreadable. When you turn the book to read the woman's story, the other 

texts can't be deciphered. Ks  commenthg on how Black women, and al1 

women, have been positioned in society ... to read the woman's story you 

have to have an effort-a physical effofort ("Secrecy and Silence" 20) 

Therefore, the way Philip has created her poem, reading becomes a physical act, 

much iike Bersianik's author/narrator who engages the body to write. 

Unlike Bersianik, and Marlatt and Warland, M e n  does not theorize the 

bodys link to representation in Women do this Every Day. Rallier, iike Philip, she 

juxtaposes images of body and articulation. For example, she describes how the 

"people's voicef' carries "a universally felt hearfbeaP (emphasis mine 12). Ailen 

presents the heartbeat as a marker of selfexpression. In "Tribute to Miss Lou," 

Philip describes Miss Lou's (Louise Benneffç) work: 

spirit words 

on a riddim fire 

word flame beat 

pumps de heart 

pulses his tory's heat (43) 
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Thematicdy, then, the poem's beat is likened to the articulation of the colonized's 

existence. The (heart)beat that leads the poem is indicative of the physical 

heartbeat, and therefore the specfic body of the colonized. "Tribute to Miss Lou" 

thematicaiiy invokes the importance of the body for self-expression. In the 

"Language" section, she writes: 

Get up 

dance clap 

sweat pon de ground 

tambourine 

sing a ring ding 

sing a ring ding. (44) 

In this sense, the language of the colonized is perceived as bodily motion-dancing, 

clapping, singing. Even though she does not theorize the role of the body in 

(re)presentation as do Bersianik and Marlatt, she describes the central role of the 

body for articulation. Moreover, Allen's use of a performative fonn for her work 

also emphasizes the importance of the body, its movements, and its voice in 

trançmitting a specifically (post)colonial subject 



B) Re-Imaging Body Images 

Having recognized that the body is a central element in (re)presentation, 

women writers often question exishiig images, recognizing these images as signs 

imposed on the body. Allen, in "Liberation," aptly describes the reaction to the 

process of re-irnaging when she asks: "does it shake your world when 1 start to 

undo / your image of what 1 shodd do / the aged myths in which you have hidden 

meff (56)? The question is rhetorical, since questioning or undoing the images 

imposed on women undoubtedly d e s t a b k  the structure that imposes such static 

representations of gender, race and sexuality. Self-imaging on the part of women 

or of any oppressed subject similarly dismpts the oppressor's ideology. Yet, as 

Men observes: "1 have the same right / to be myseif as you do / colour my own 

image as you do" (56). As the title of the poem indicates, self-(re)presentation 

becornes a "liberation." The deconstniction of oppressive images and the 

"colouring" of individualistic images that M e n  calls for is exemplified in the works 

of al1 the writers in question. While Bersianik comments on patriarchy's 

objectification and cornmodification of women, M e n  and Philip question and 

(re)present the colonial body, and Marlatt and Warland destabilize heterosexual 

presentations of woman's body and (re)present an alternative, lesbian body. In 

each case, not only does the presentation of an alternate female body decentre 

conventions of bodily expression by its audacity and presence, but also because as 

part of their (re)inscription, the authors question accepted noms. 
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A respowe to Plato's L e  Banquet [me Symposium], Le Pique-nique 

articulates women's sexuality. Bersianik inherentiy questions the concept of an 

ideal or normative women in her (re)presentation of a variety of woman, of various 

backgrounds, looks, and sexual orientation. However, the character that stands out 

the most is Adizetu, the youngest character, who is of African descent Bersianik's 

inclusion of Adizetu among the women at the picnic serves first of all to broaden 

the definition of woman to uiclude girls who are on the verge of "womanhood," 

and non-European women. The (re)presentation of Adizetu's body is particularly 

shocking because she has suffered a clitoridectomy. In fact, while reading 

Adizetufs story the reader is faced with a live photograph of a girl who has just 

undergone a clitoridectomy (138). As Patricia Smart notes: 

L'intrusion du réel dans Ia fiction a rarement été realisée avec autant d'éclat; 

car mue par toute la puissance de l'identification fictive, la lectrice se rend 

soudainement compte qu'Adizehi est un être humain réelqui a déja subi 

l'intervention brutale encore pratiquée sur des MIZLIONS de petites filles 

et d2doIescenfes dans vingt-six pays d'Afrique. ("Rendre visiblef' 33) 

BersianiKs inclusion of the history of clitoridectomy is not meant to be read solely 

as a criticism of African culture; it is also a comment on the patriarchal excision of 

female sexuality in ali societies. In this sense, Adizehi epitomizes patriarchy's 

control over women's bodies, and the repression of their sexuality. The physical act 

of clitoridectomy in African culture is paraileiled with the definition of women's 
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clitoris as a castra ted penis. The psychological repression of women's sexuality in 

Western patriarchal culture, for Bersianik, is equal to the physical excision of the 

c h  ris (157-158). 

Having denied/excised women's sexuality, patriarchy portrays women's 

bodies as an object for men'su desire and pleasure. Bersianik identifies patriarchyts 

appropriation of woman's body throughout Le Pique-nique. In an interview with 

Donald Smith, she says: "le viol a toujours existé, que les hommes ont toujours 

essayé de posséder les femmes dans leur corps et dans leur volonté, donc de  lui 

enlever [sicj toutes ses caractéristiques de sujet/' (67). The objectification and rape 

of women are represented within the context of the mutilated female body in 

Bersiadcts text Bersianik notes that within Western mythology women transform 

themselves into animals and birds to escape king appropriated by men. However, 

these animals and birds become the food that is sewed at Platots banquet, as 

exemplified by "la sauce PhiIomPIé' (73). Philomela, who was turned into a 

nightingale after king raped, becomes part of Platofs repast In this sense, the 

woman is again captured and devoured. The consumption of woman is made 

explicit in one of the "fuced' (jokes or farcical parables, as well as a side dish). 

When a woman named Woman visits aristocrats for dimer, where "on sert une 

espece de viande blanche en sauce. Tout en se mêlant à la conversation, Femme 

" From here on in, any references to "men" shodd be understood as a reference to patn'archal 
men. 
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apprend que cette étrange table noire est son tom beau et que c'est elle que Ibn sert 

en sauce blanche aux con vives" (63). Through such metaphorical presentations of 

woman's body, Bersianik comments on the cannibalistic subsistence of patriarchy, 

which preys on and lives at the expense of women. While women within a 

patriarchal system support men, care for them and feed them, their dornestic role 

is taken to the extreme in BersianWs text, and women iiteraliy become the 

nourishment that sustains men. This fuce not only represents men as predators, 

but women as victims dispossessed of the3 bodies. By contrasting these farces and 

the wornen's re-ern bodiment and articulations of their individual bodies, Bersianik 

is able to rescue women's bodies from patriarchy, usurping the image of women as 

victim and object 

Smart notes that in the fmce which ironically presents a patriarchal meal 

where woman is the main course, the body which is presented is blood/ess ("The 

Body Seen" 23). This farce is accompanied by a second, where the woman named 

Woman enters a room where men are dismembering a girl "en prenant soin de ne 

pas répandre une seule goutte de son sang" (63). These two previous farces are 

followed by one that seems to describe Christian communion. By incorporating 

references to Christianity, Bersianik illustrates and identifies a discourse that 

perpetuates the victimization of woman. Ins titutional Chris tianity epitomizes the 

patriarchal structure that oppresses women and denies them their bodies and their 

sexuaiity. However, the last farce in the chapter takes quite a turn, describing how 
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the woman named Woman finds herseif in a pool that becomes filled with blood. 

In contrast to the fear îhat was associa ted with "le coqvs exsangué' in the previous 

farce, "Femme se sent merveilleusement bien dans ce bain de sang" (67). Since this 

farce is titled "Le sang rouge dfAphéiie," the association is made with Aphelie's 

sexual experiences with her husband during which she bleds. Aphélie's blood is 

misinterpreted by the patriarchd medical representatives, and she is made to suffer 

various tests and remedies. Yet, as Smart indicates, Bersianik "seems to be 

sugges ting that women need to recover harmony with this (mensbal?) blood they 

have been taught to viliff' ("The Body Seen" 22). Since Aphélie continues to be 

sexually active (through masturbation) regardless of her blood, and the woman 

named Woman literaily bathes in her blood, Bersianik is re-imaging female blood 

as something positive. The blood signifies a distinctly female feahw, bringing to 

mind menshua1 blood, birthing blood, and, in the case of women like Aphélie and 

many Wgins, the blood associated with penetration during intercourse. In Le 

Pique-nique, blood becomes symbolic of a specifically female body which needs 

to be rescued from the bloodless repast of patriarchy. 

Whereas Bersianik questions patriarchy's presentation of woman's body, 

Allen re-images the colonial body. Her description of the limbo dancer in "Limbo 

Dancef' both presents colonial history and (re)presents the black body. The limbo 

dancer is depicteci as a slave witk "shackles on your feet / dance on the slave ship 

/ dance against defeat" (47). Here Men is drawing on the image of the black 
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slaves brought on slave ships, which, as Philip describes in Race, Space and the 

Poetics of Movriig, confined the African slaves to a very small space where 

voluntary movement was impossible (45). Men's presentation of the dancing 

slaves is meant to represent the revolutionary act of the black body in motion. 

Although the black slaves' motions were limited by shaddes and the confined space 

on the slave ships, there is an "insisting that Africaw must be having their freedom 

to move and move and move out of the nowhere of slavery into history" (Phiiip 

Race, Space6). The history which the black limbo dancer is moving towards is one 

of self-representation and freedom. His/her body, once freed from slavery, 

becomes a means of self-expression. Yet, Ailen, aware of the social intricacies, 

p r o b l e m a k  the image of the "free" h b o  dancer when she writes: "Now tourist 

pay / see yu make a show / laugh" (48). The lim bo dancer now free from slavery 

becomes the object of commercialism, surviving on the money of (white) tourists. 

The h b o  dancer now does the "limbo in iimbo" (48); the freed slave is in a bind 

in which his/her body is still, to a certain extent, controlled by the colonizer via 

tourism. Nonetheless, the limbo dancefs body and its motions are still a powerfd 

representation of &dom which are exemplified by the body's range of motion. 

Like Allen, Philip uses the black body to problematize colonial images of 

blacks. The black body has historicaily been mediated by the colonizefs ideology, 

but both M e n  and Philip displace these images by confronting the assumptions 

behind the colonial images of blacks. In Philip's poem "Meditations on the 
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Declension of Beauty by the Girl with the Flying Cheek-bones," the reader is asked: 

If not in yours 

In Whose 

In whose language 

Am I 

If not in yours 

In tfüs poem, Philip is reversing the racist gaze. She asks the colonizer why she is 

not beautifd in his13 language. This idea is reiterated in "Testimony Stoops to 

Mother Tongue," where Philip writes that in the colonizer's language, the black 

woman's hair is kmky, her nose flat, her lips thick (78). Yet Philip, using the same 

language, inscribes a positive, beautiful, image of a black woman's body. For 

example, in "Meditations on the Declension of Beauty," the black woman is 

describeci as the " [glirl with the flying cheek-bones / ... / ...[ a] woman with a nose 

broad / As her strength" (53). Attributes that were connoted negatively in colonial 

discourse are now (re)presented posiüvely. QuaMyhg the cheek-bones as " flyingff 

signihes kedom, while defining the nose's wid th as strength associates the black 

body with terms that refer to power. Therefore, Philip's (re)presentation of the 

black woman's body offea the opportunity to question colonial images of the black 

13 1 will continue to use the generic d e  when referring to the colonizer since colonial powers 
have traditionally been male. This is meant in no way to dismiss women's role in perpetuating 
colonial ideology and racism. 



woman, as well as inscribe an altemate body. 

Marlatt and Warland similady contend with ever present negative 

descriptions of women's bodies, but more speafically, representations of the lesbian 

body. Like Philip, they inscribe and invert the gaze that has traditionaily defined 

their bodies, and suppressed their subjed position. For example, in "Up from 

under," Warland Lists derogatory words that are used to describe lesbianism: 

degenera te 

des truc tive 

pe werted 

unna tural 

..*......o.. .. 

sick 

evii. (42) 

The inscription of these words becomes subversive since it is the homophobic 

discourse that is king examined and questioned, not lesbianism. Aithough 

Warland is not s w c a i i y  referring to the body in this poem, the lesbian body she 

is describing is clearly marked by sexual orientation. 

In "17:OO coming into Port Pirie,"from "Double Negative," a narrative based 

on Marlatt and Warland's joumey across the Australian desert, they inscribe the 

symbol (ietter) V as representative of woman's body and sexuality. As Brenda Carr 

notes, "[tlhe V shifts the gaze from the phallus as a term of reference in the 
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Lacanian theory of subject formation to the Venus mound." The V is "defined by 

lack because it is minus phallus, [and is a] symbolic (non) marker of a female 

subject positionf' ("Coilaboration" 118). However, Marlatt and Warland do not 

support or n d o r c e  the patriarchal representation of wornan as lack; they question 

i t  Earlier in the poem, they recount: 

w a h g  into the diner 

'are you ladies alone' 

'no' 

'we're togethef 

add it up-ho negatives make a positive. (87) 

They subvert the patriarchal notion of lack by inscribing the cliché "two negatives 

make a positive." The cliché refers to the two women as negatives which make a 

positive within their lesbian relationship, as well as "reverses the gaze to bring the 

double cultural negatives 'lesbian' and 'woman' out into the textual open, to make 

visible what the Gaze declares invisible" (Cam "Collab~ration'~ 117). In other 

words, the lesbian woman is doubly negated; once as a woman, the second t h e  

because of her sexual orientation. By adding the two up to make a positive, Marlatt 

and Warland are empowering the specificaliy lesbian body, even though it is 

"minus phallus." 

The V symbol, then is used to (re)present and re-map a (lesbian) woman's 
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body. For example, it is fint describeci geographicaliy as the "soft mound of hi11 

lost / dip or cleW (&I), which then becomes "your Mound of V pulling me" (96). 

Thus, the V can be seen as the cleavage, between the "soft mounds" of the breasts, 

or the inverted vagina where the "soft mounds" represent the labia. The iink 

between the V and the sexualized female body is made explicit when Marlatt and 

Warland wri te: 

off the map 

opening up the Subject 

hands a manual alphabet 

i sign your V 

PROHIBITED AREA 

CONS: French, cunts. (88) 

The V is therefore described as a prohibited area, and is linked with the cunt Yet 

the women de* the authoritative prohibition of the sexual female body, and sign 

(represent and touch) the V. The signing of the V becomes a symbol of victory,'" 

and a tactile conneetion between the hand that is signing and the V of the cunt or 

cleavage, irnplying a physical masturbation within the "signing." In short, Marlatt 

and Warland's inscription of the symbolic V becomes an articulation of women's 

bodies, as well as a specifically sexual and lesbian body. 

'' Marlatt and Warland take up the idea of the V as a sign of victory within a political context in 
their poem "There's nothing there." In this poem, they juxtapose images of peace marches, "hee 
love," "fIower power," women's liberation movements, bladc power, which d conhsist with "the 
Great White Fathers' Vietnam" (122). 
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In effect, sexuality cannot be separated from the body in the works of Marlatt 

or Warland. In order to (re)present a lesbian body, they search and explore the 

etymology of patriarchal language, and mould the language into positive images 

of lesbianism. For example, although the use of "surrendef has degenerated into 

a descriptor of abandonment or 1 0 s  of power, Warland explores its etymology and 

discovers that it also denotes iiberation. She then repossesses the word to describe 

the sensation of two women making love. In part D( of "Open is Broken," Warland 

writes that 

the code [of surrender] broken by your fluency 

fluent 'soft, wet, naked, expose& 

you part the covers 

to set free 

urged by your fluency 'to sweil, well up, overflow' 

Our fluids spout out hot gold 

rivulets punctuating ecs tasy . (56) 

In this passage, Warland is also exploring the definition of "fluent!' and "fluency." 

Aithough the word "fluency" can indicah ease in wriüng or speaking a language, 

Warland explores its other denotations in order to describe lesbianism. Such re- 

imaging of woman's body is only possible because of a questioning of patriarchal 

language and ideology. Having repossesseci the body as a mode of expression and 

chalienged Western patriarchy's imposed images, Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, 
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Philip, and Allen are now free to recast and embody distinct sexual and materna1 

bodies. 

C) The Sexual Body 

Once they have questioned and subverted specific derogatory and 

oppressive images present in patriarchal ideology, all the writers subvert 

patriarchal notions of female sexuality. Warland begins part IX of "Open is 

Broken" by saying: "you c l a h  me with your tongue / speak rny skin's syntax / 

know my desire's etymologies' (56). There is a double-entendre here, in which 

writing and sexuality are equally relevant The tongue is both the language that 

describes the authofs lesbian desire, and one of the major organs of lesbian 

sexuality. As Marlatt explains, the tongue "touches al1 the different parts of the 

mouth to make the different sounds-tongue as speech organ. Also, the tongue is 

a major organ in rnaking love between women. Ifs an erotic organ and the 

inteWinhg of eroticism and speech" ("Speaking In" 28). Although not all of the 

authon diçcussed are concerned with the (re)presentation of lesbianism, they, like 

Marlatt and Warland, disrupt the silent taboo of womenrs sexuality through Uieir 

frank descriptions of sexual bodies. They usurp the patriarchal association of 

women as the passive object of men's desires by embodying their sexualities and 

by presenting themselves as subjecfof their desires and passions. 

In MarlatYs and Warland's writings, lesbianism is presented in an open and 
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non-judgmental fashion. Marlatt claims that the only way to counter the silence 

that has surrounded women's bodies and (lesbian) sexuality is "by making it so 

present that [the reader] can't get around itf [the reader] canf t deny it, [the reader] 

can't euphemize if' ("when we change" 186). In fad, it would be hard to ignore the 

presence of the lesbian body in Two Women in a Birfh since words such as 

"tongue," "lips," "opening," and "coming," are present throughout the text The 

presence of the lesbian body is weli iliustrated for example in Marlatt's poem 

"Kore," where she writes: 

my tongue burrows in, whose wild flesh opens wet, tongue seeks its nest, 

amative and nuhiring (here i am you) lips work towards undoing ( d e  

female sucking and suckling, fecund) spurt / spirit opening in the dark of 

earth, yu!cry jubilant excess, your huiting body bloom we issue into the 

light of, sweet, successive flesh .... (13) 

This passage vividly describes cunnilingus by referring to the burrowing tongue, 

the wild and wet flesh, and the "sucking and sucküng." The lesbian body, ever 

present in the poem, can no longer be denied. The reader must admit the presence 

of lesbianism, as well as women's sexuality in general. The womanfs desire and 

pleasure is clearly inscribed in the poem. The woman's cry, "yu/," is included 

during the description of cunnilingus. As Marlatt describes in a note to the poem 

(although one might gather simply by the sense of the poem), "yu" denotes both 

"you" as weiI as a cry of joy, which, within the context of the poem can be read as 
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the moment of orgasm. Therefore, inserted in the poem, the cry of "yul' means 

both (since it does not have to be either/or) that the narrator has corne during 

intercourse, as weil as the lover Wou) who "[cries] jubilant excess." The 

simultaneous orgasm of the two lovers de-centers patriarchal sexuality in several 

ways; not only is women's sexuality expressed, but the wornen are represented as 

enjopng i t 

Furthermore, within the descriptions of sexuality in Marlatt and Warland's 

work, the sexual a d  is describeci as reciprocal, as "we" and "our." Neither lover is 

objectified, both are active participants. In fact, as seen in Marlatt's poem "Kore," 

there is no clear demarcation between the two lovers' bodies, nor their individual 

pleasures. This is not to Say that Marlatt and Warland never present the other as 

a specihc objtxt of desire, but such expressions are always countered by expressions 

of desire from the other. For instance, both Marlatt's and Warland's individual 

texb are dedicated to the other. Although both express desire for the other in their 

individual works, the presence of the othef s text becomes, in a sense, an answering 

call. Moreover, the wigned poems in "Double Negativef' "implies that they do 

not wish to daim textual or sexual authority over each other" (Carr "Collaborationf' 

113). Passages such as "touching you / 1 touch kangaroo / lick my way through / 

your red fur" (95), in "Double Negative," cannot be athibuted to either Marlatt or 

W arland specificaîly, thereby disnipting the patriarchal binary of su bject/ O bject 

They are both subject and object 
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While Marlatt and Warland incorporate the body in their texts in order to 

(iie)present lesbian subjectivity specificaliy, Bers iad  presents the female body in 

a variety of forms and possible sexualities. The women's discussion during the 

picnic, in Le Pique-nique sur I'Anopde, centen largely around their bodies and 

sexuality, thus subverting Plato's banquet and the paû-iarchal ideology it  represents. 

In fact, when the topic is first broached, Ancyl asks which sexuality they wiU be 

discussing, to which she is told: "Ben la tienne la mienne la nôtre, celle des femmes 

de toutes les femmes. Sans oublier celles des petites filles ... Donc on parlera des 

sexualités plurielles" (97). As André Vanasse points out, the women's dialogue 

presents "non pas une mais des voix différentes qui expriment des points de vue 

contradictoires mais pas nécessairement irréconciiia bles sur le sujer (22). Rather 

than hierarchizing the various sexualities, each woman is given a tum to voice her 

sexual preferences. Such an open presentation of sexualities clearly subverts the 

heterosexist foundation of patriarchy. Moreover, before "Le dire des sexualités" 

begins, the women are said to be "tout oreilled' (101), thereby implying that they 

are entering into a true dialogue. Whereas within patriarchy women were 

generaiiy silenced and were not dowed to express their sexualities, they now have 

an audience that is prepared to l ' n .  

The female body is explicitly presented through graphic descriptions of 

masturbation, lesbianism, and heterosexuality in Benianik's novel. These bodily 

(re)presenta tions are no t masked in metaphorical or scientific language; as Vanasse 
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explains, "[oln dit les choses clairement On évite de se laisser prendre au piège 

aseptisant du langage scientifique, celui de Sanatomie ou de la physiologie. On 

parle plutôt en termes de recherche de la jouissance'' (22). The women present, 

discuss, and debate the various pleasures their bodies give them. This open and 

uncemoreci presentation of the female body and sexuality disrupts the notion of a 

unitary sexuality, and epitomizes the plurality of sexualities. Moreover, the 

women's knowledge of their bodies and their presentation of them illustrate that 

women have discardeci the veil of silence imposed by patriarchy. They are learning 

the likes and dislikes specific to their individual bodies, and are voicing them. In 

their articulation of their bodies, the women a t the picnic are both literally and 

figuratively writing their bodies, inscribing both body and sexuality in language. 

D) Women as Creators 

Another aspect of woman's body that women writers have been re- 

contextualking is the matemal. The ability to bear children is exclusive to women, 

and while patriarchy has used woman's reproductive capabilities to subordinate 

ha ,  women are now asserting the creative force behind child birth. Images of the 

materna1 have been appropriated in the past to describe the creative process. In 

their introduction to Madwoman in the Affrb Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar 

describe how men have appropriated the concept of maternity and creation to 

describe their writing process. (4) The image of birth, and the maternai is a 
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powerful one that feminist writers reclaim as a symbolic and iiteral expression of 

women's capacity for self-expression, their sexuali ties, and their iiteral position as 

mothers. 

Marlatt and Warland iink birth, language, and writing. In "Musing with 

mothertongue," Marlatt writes: "the beginning: language, a living body we enter 

at birth" (25). Both authors appropriate the images surroundhg birth to describe 

the acquisition of language. Considering language a "Living body" echoes Julia 

Kristevaf s argument that 

the '%emioticf8 is a dimension of language occasioned by that primary 

materna1 body ... [and] expresses that original libidinal multipiicity within 

the very terms of culture, more precisely, within poetic language in which 

multiple meanings and semantic non-closure prevail. In effect, poetic 

language is the recovery of the matemal body within the terms of language, 

one that has the pokntial to disrupt, subvert, and displace the paternal law. 

(Butler 79-80) 

Since Marlatt and Warland similarly refer to the acquisition of language in terms 

of the materna1 birthing process, they are appropriating the fluidity of language, 

and inscribing it in relation to women. By incorporahg birth imagery, women 

become the point of reference both in theory and in poetry. Marlatt and Warland 

u- the birth image as representative of themselves in their writing process; they 

are "two women in a birth" In "Crossing bop," from "Double Negative," Marlatt, 
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referring to the process of writing, says: "we were so absorbed in k i n g  present to 

[the land] [almost as if we were king bom again in this very encapsded and 

intimate experience, two in a berth/birth/byrth to bear in a certain direction, 

forwards say-1" (107). Thus, the birthing imagery is used in Marlatt and Warland's 

kxt  tD illustrate the proces of womenfs birth, their process of becoming and of self- 

representation. 

Through word play, Marlatt and Warland associate "birth" with "berth," 

juxtaposing the birthing irnagery to the train that they are travelling on as they 

write their text, "Travelling backwards through Australia" (113). They inscribe a 

breech birth, moving backwards physically on the train, but also symbolically 

through patriarchal ideology.15 As h o  women, two lesbians inscribing their 

bodies and their sexuality, Marlatt and Warland are also "backwards," in the sense 

of non-conventional in relation to patriarchal expectations. Moreover, they reverse 

the patriarchal association behveen trains and men by appropriating and making 

the train a specific symbol of female body and sexuality. The train is Likened to a 

"umbilical track," where the women move "down this birthing canal" (82). As 

Marlatt explains, in "Crossing Loopff: "We talked about coming but made it female 

coming and the cyclical nature of female orgasm is really different from the one- 

in "Travelling backwards through Australia," Marlatt and Warland decomtruct the patriarchal 
language and writing form when they write "badcwards back/words behind my back unable to see 
what lies ahead (lies are ahead)" (113). Thus they are working backwards, deconstnicting the lies 
that lie ahead. Even the format of their text is a deconstruction of "male" exploration and travel 
writing genres. 
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track crescendo of male orgasm" (108). Warland, building on Marlatt's comment, 

explains their use of the train imagery by saying that "the train is constanlly starting 

and stopping, departing and arriving, coming and waiting at crosshg loops and in 

that sense ifs  cyclical" (108). Thus the train becomes symbolic of their sexualiv, 

and also becomes an image of the womenfs birth into self-representation. For 

Marlatt and Warland, the train, birth, and sexuality are ail closely comected. 

"mhe rocking motion of the train which is very womblike" (IO$), is representative 

of the sexual body that Marlatt and Warland wish to iilustrate. 

Similady, in Le Pique-mque, Benianik conflates the imagery of birth with 

semality when she describes the birth of the Caryatid, a marbie statue of a female 

figure which upholds (along with five other Caryatids) the structure of the 

Acropolis. Avertine approaches one of the Caryatids and declares: 

Je t'aime. Je t'embrasse. Je te touche. Je te caresse.... Caresse-moi. Touche- 

moi. Je t'aime ma Géante. Je Yembrasse mon Immense. Je te touche mon 

Infinie. Je te caresse mon Incommensurable. Je me déverse en toi ma 

Démesurée. Je t'insuffle mon air, mes gaz, mes vapeurs, mon éther, ma 

poudre d'hystérie. La chaleur circule, le marbre se fait chair, les veines 

s'étirent et se gorgent de sang, prends mon sang j'en ai pour deux ... prends 

mon verbe, prends mon délire, accroche-toi à mon désir, prends mon désir 

de naître et NAIS, prends mon désir de  vivre et VIS. (207-208) 

The "birth" of the Caryatid is inextricably ünked to the female touch of Avertine. 
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The touching, caressing, and stroking that revive the Caryatid are sexual in nature. 

The link to sexuality is made at the beginning of the chapter when Avertine finds 

a sign on which visitors to the Caryatids are warned "DÉFENSE DE TOUCHER," 

while the reverse side reads "DÉFENSE DE SE TOUCHER. Ça c'est un message 

aux Caryatides puisque le public ne peut le voh" (200,205). The restriction to touch 

themselves placed on the Caryatids is reminiscent of patriarchy's denial of female 

sexuality, including masturbation. In this sense, the Caryatids' stiff bodies 

symbolize the silencing of woman's body by pahiarchy. When Averüne defies the 

injunction and strokes the Caryaîid to Me, there is a clear inference that Avertine 

is not only giving the Caryatid Me (hterally) but is also initia ting her into sexuality. 

Moreover, Avertine's exhaustion once the Caryatid is alive symbolizes both the 

exhaustion of labour (having given birth), as well as a post-coital state. 

Bersianik's inscription of the birth of the Caryatid also serves as a symbol of 

woman's awakening into self-representation through the c o ~ e c t i o n  between 

mothers and daughten. Avertine, in the novel, represents the author/daughter in 

search of the mother figure (Gould ''Vers une maternité" 41-42). Bersianik, playing 

on the theme of Derneter and Persephone, reverses the mother/daughter roles, and 

has the "daughtef' create the rnothed6 Avertine's role as both mother and author 

l6 Women writers often appropriate the mythicd mother-daughter search in their works. 
Marlatt for example, in her poem "Kore" ntakes reference to Persephone and Demeter in order 
to describe her lesbian relatiowhip where Warland and she "each get to play the daughter and 
(they] each get to play the mother" ("when we change" 26). SimiIarIyI Philip incorporates the 
mother-daughter search in her poetry section entitled "And Over Every Land and Sea" in order 
to Nustrate coloniaiism. Thedore, the mother-daughter search that once exemplified 
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creates a clear Link between women's role as creaton of body and text The 

Caryatids symbolize women's silence w i t h  patriamhy, as well as their support of 

a state that oppresses them. In this sense, " [blringing the Caryatids to Me is, of 

course, symbolic of Bersianik's wish to rehieve ail the lost female lives fFom the 

past and, in doing so, chisel out of the voiceless figures of antiquity a dynamic 

hiçtorical tradition of women speaking to women" (Gould "Qu6bec Feminists" 299- 

300). For Karen Gould, "the awakening of the statue's cold, colourless marble body 

and the genesis of Bersianik's woman-centred text are both marked by the woman 

writefs inscription of her own physical geshires, bodily rhythms, and sexual 

desire" ( W~thgl82).  This is exemplified in Avertine's creation of the Caryatid, to 

which she gives her heart, her tears, her saliva, but above all her words, her 

language, and her desire for Me. The birth image thus becomes the site of creativity 

which ailows for the expression of women's silenced bodies. Whereas women's 

self-(re)presentation destabilizes patriarchal ideology, the Caryatid's movements, 

her self-expression, iikrally cause the Acropolis (a symbol of patriarchal structure) 

to crum ble. 

While Marlatt, Warland, and Bersianik all inscribe maternity as sym boüc of 

creation and writing, M e n  and Philip represent it as a real condition of 

womanhood. For Ailen, giving birth becomes revolutionary. Whereas within 

patriarchy maternity is viewed as a weakness, Ailen describes it as a strength. For 

patriarchal oppression becomes a symbol of women's subject position: their self-expression, 
their sexuality, their attemp ts to redress racial oppression. 



example, in "My Momma," she writes that 

any woman who can make a dot into a child 

inside of her 

and bring it outside to us 

is a model for a revolution. (30) 

Womenfs ability to create something (a child) out of nothing (a mere "dot") 

becomes a "model for a revolution." The reference to revolution draws on Ailenfs 

soaoculhiral history as a black woman within a (post)colonial state.17 The power 

of creation is a model for revolution, which is essential to the survival of black 

culture. Allen's work illustrates the need for revolutionary re-examination, re- 

reading, and r+contextualization of both black colonial history and questions of 

womanhood. Through the image of childbirth, women and blacks are empowered, 

thus creating a link between women's and people of colour's struggle against the 

Western patriarchal power structure that denies and represses their bodies. It is 

women who create and bear chiidren who will one day become revolutionaries. 

Yet, women themselves must becomes revolutionaries, and have their subject 

position acknowledged and respected. 

M e n  also links maternity with revolutionary feminism in her poem "Nellie 

Beliy Sweily." This poem presents the rape of Nellie, a child of thirteen, and her 

" Although Men currently resides and writes in Canada, she is consdous of the colonial history 
of the Caribbean, where she was boni. Moreover, as Carr discusçes in her forthcoming artide, the 
Canadian immigration regula tions are s tiü within a "colonial" framework. 
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subsequent pregnancy, while "no sentence was passed / on this menacing ass / 

who plundered Nelliefs childhood" (26). The image of maternity is used in this 

poem to expose male violence, and the oppression and subjugation of women, 

including girls.18 Allen criticizes the domination of men, and the society that 

condemw Neiiie rather than the perpetrator. Instead of confronting the rapist, the 

tompeople hide Nellie away, blame her, and gossip: "psst psst psst Neliie belly 

s w d y  / Neiiie belly sweily" (26). Moreover, by confronting such taboo issues in 

"Neilie beliy sweiiy," Men "revolutionizes" images of childbearing. Through the 

ordeal of rape and childbirth, Neliie herself becomes a revolutionary. The poem 

ends not by lamenting Nellie's fate, or picturing her as a victim, rather, in the end, 

a "feminist [is] bord' (27). Nellie's rape and subsequent pregnancy have made her 

a feminist who "muster[s] an army within her / [and] strenghten[s] her defensef' 

(26) in order to confront the society that has allowed rape to occur and go 

unpunished. Therefore, the birth image, in Men's work, becomes representative 

of a revolutionary act both on the part of the colonized, and on the part of women. 

While Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, and Allen all (re)present birth imagery 

in order to challenge conventionai ideas of maternity, thereby illustrating a distinct 

subject position, PMp refers to the concept of maternity more generally in her text 

In the section "And Over Every Land and Sea," she appropriates the myth of 

Proserpine and Ceres (Persephone and Demeter), and rewrites it as the separation 

18 The rape presented in "Nellie Beily Swelly" is based on a true story (Carr "'Corne Mek Wi"' 18). 
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of a mother and daughter due to slavery. Poems titled "Adoption Bureau," 

"Clues," and "The Search," are contextualized by quotes from Ovid's 

Metamozphoses. The cultural and colonial dimension of this section is evidenced 

by the inclusion of the Proserpine-Ceres story, where "Ceres, with panic in her 

heart vainly sought her daughter over aiI lands and over ali the sea" (28). The 

reference to the lands and sea indicates the displacement of the African people 

within colonial history . Therefore, Philip uses the ma ternal mo ther-daughter 

relatiowhip to foreground the disruption and separation of the African people. The 

search to r e c o ~ e c t  the broken mother-daughter bond becomes symbolic of an 

attempt to r e c o ~ e c t  with a lost language and culture. For example, the section 

begins with the mother' s piea of "[w] here she, where she, where she / be, where 

she gone?' (28), whüe the daughter says: "She whom they cail mother, I seek" (29). 

The contrast behveen these two statements is glaring. The mother speaks in the 

demotic English, the daughter in a scholarly Engüsh (indicated by the proper use 

of "whom"). However, the mother-daughter bond is not forever broken. In fact, 

the daughter says: "She / and I, c d  and response in tongue and / word that buck 

up in strange" (31). The call and response in which the mother and daughter 

engage leads the daughter away from the proper English towards a language that 

"bucks up in strange." Moreover, the c d  and response that the mother and 

daughter engage in is "an African art form" (Philip "Journal Entries" 70), thereby 

signaliing the daughter's dialogue within a language/culture she thought iost 
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Yet, as in the Proserpine-Ceres myth, the mother and daughter are not clearly 

reunited. The Iast two poems in the section still represent the mother and daughter 

search, since: 

the trail.. . 

foiIowing 

she 

follows .... (36) 

However, preceding the declaration of a continual search between mother and 

daughter, and for the African homeland, there is the "dream-skins dream the dream 

dreaming / (in two languages)" (32). This fantastical poem is metaphorically, 

grammatically and synOldicaiiy distanced from Western poetic forms, and as such 

exemplifies a cornmentary kom a colonized (post)colonia119 position. In the 

"Merirtth," w hich represents a (pos t)colonial sta te, there is 

one breas t 

white 

the O ther black 

l9 One of the many on going debates centres around colonialism and post-colonialism. 
Typicdy, the term post-colonialiçm is hyphenated, but I have chosen to bracket the "post" in 
" post-colonialism" to emphasize the contenti~us assump tions in te ferring to postc:oionialism. 
Although 1 reaIize that the term "post-colonialism" often refers sirnply to the period that is afier 
the historical fact of colonisation, I SU wish to recognize the ongoing effects of colonisation, 
such as neotoloniaiisrn, as weil as the ever present changes incurred by coloniaiism. in this 
sense, even though there may not be colonial powers oppressing the people directly, they are 
still affected by their colonial past and the continued hierarchized power relations in a 
(post)colonial. For an interesting criticism of (post)coIonialiçm see Arun Mukherjee's mticie 
"Whose Post-Coloniaiism and Whose Postmodernism?" 



headless 

in a womb-black night 

a choosing- 

one breast 

neither black 

nor white. (33) 

In other words, in the (post)colonial afterbirth, the daughter is presented with two 

breasts from which to nourish-one black, one white. The breas ts clearly represent 

the black and white cultures which influence the (post)colonial generation, but as 

Phiiip iilustrates in her poem, it is not necessary to choose one at the expense of the 

other. P M p  also likens colonialism to birth. In "Dream-skins," Philip describes 

a birth-death sequence, where: 

she reaches down 

genuy 

snaps my head 

a blooded hibiscus 

hom its body 

crooning 

she cradles the broken parts. (33) 

The birth of the African woman, and the infanticide performed by the white woman 

symboh  colonial violence, as weil as colonialism in general: the African woman's 
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head is separateci from her body, perpetuating the colonial ideal of the brute slave 

whose body is necessary for manual labour, and does not have, nor need, a mind 

(symbolized by the head). Moreover, the coionial woman "cradles the broken 

parts," exemplifying exoticism, as well as recent attempts at reparation. Therefore, 

in this sequence, birth becomes symbolic of the integration of African people into 

white colonial his tory. Al tho ugh birth is indicative of coloniaiism, birth-blood is 

used to symbolize the African's own story. For example, in "Adoption Bureau 

Revisited," the last poem in the series of mother-daughter poems, the mother says: 

"ours / betrayal and birth-blood / unearthed" (36). Expanding the birthing image 

in "Drearn-skins,'' the birth-blood becomes representative of the colonized's story. 

Phüip's mother-daughter sequence is a confrontation and criticisrn of coloniaiism; 

the b i h  image and the presence of birth-blood, is used to mark the gruesome and 

bloody colonial history. The insertion of the body Uirough various aspects of birth 

thus become a (re)presentation of a (post)colonial subject 

In short, from birth imagery to birthing to maternity, women writen, unlike 

their male counterparts, do not simply utilize birth as a symbol of a creative 

process. For Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, Philip, and Men, birth is an integral part 

of articulating women's subjectivities. Maternity is a figurative and üteral 

expression of women's s o c i d t u r a l  realities. The body, specifically the woman's 

body, is iwcribed and empowered. In essence, the images patriarchy perpetuates 

of women are disrupted by women's self-expression. By becoming signifier rather 
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than signified, these writen reject the passive object position, and create specific 

and individual texts of their bodies. 



Chapter 2 

Sense-ing the Body 

"il s'agit de ne pas pn'vilgier le regard aux dépens des aubes se& 

-Louky Bersianik, Le Pique-nique 

Within patriarchy, the sense of sight is often priviieged over other bodily 

senses. It has been directly associated with the power to name and possess. This 

is exempiified within contemporary society by the use of the expression "1 s e , "  to 

indicate "1 know" or "1 understand." Freud's concept of sexuality and identity is 

based on the child's initial viewing of genitalia. He beiieveci that it was the sight 

of the penis, or lack thereof, which lay at the heart of the child's sexual 

identification, in addition to creating other "character forming" concepts such as 

fear of castration and penis envy. In essence, Freud's theories of child development 

are based on the sense of sight, and on the visibility of male genitalia (Moi 132-135). 

Foucault also invokes the power of the gaze when he draws on the concept of the 

panopticon, positing that societal behaviour is influenced by the sense that there is 

dways (if only possibly) someone else observing one's actions (Foucault 211-213). 

The fact that someone else is lookingis only a portion of the panoptic concept 

Inherent within the concept of the gaze is judgement Freud and Foucault are 
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probably the most evident examples of the emphasis placed on sight in curent 

theory. Yet, this focus on sight/gaze is not purely theoretical. The concept of the 

gaze is aptly represented in popular culture in such phenornena as "Big Brothef' 

from George Orwell's 1984. 

Since the gaze implies an authoritative judgement, wiîhin Western society 

it perpetuates white patriarchal ideology. This emphasis on gazing within 

patriarchy has served to reinforce woman's place as object As Laura Mulvey 

explains, "[iln a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been 

split between active/ male and passive/ female" (19). Thus, the power to gaze rests 

with the white heterosexual male. According to Mulvey, Freud "associated 

scopophiüa [the pleasure of looking] with taking people as objectç, subjecting them 

to a controlling and curious gaze" (16). Just as women are subjected to the male 

gaze, homosexuals, people of coiour, and the disabled are also subjected to a 

controlling gaze. In essence, as a result of a visually identifiable difference, the 

authoritative gaze "others" the different body, denying that subject a voice. The 

woman, the lesbian, and the person of colour are seen within Western patriarchal 

society as passive objects to be gazed at, as curiosities. 

In order to repoçsess their bodies, women writers must therefore displace the 

patriarchal gaze. The gaze is disrupted within Marlatt's, Warland's, BersianWs, 

Phiiip's, and Allen's works since they not only (re)possess the female body and 

(re)present it as subject, but they move the focus from the eyes towards the mouth 
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and ears. The body becomes present not as an object that is seen and represented, 

but as an active subject that touches, tastes, speaks, and hears? 1 wiU begin this 

chapter by examining how the authors name and iden* the gaze, then illustrate 

how they create alternate means of "knowing," using other bodily senses such as 

touch, taste, orality, and auraiity. 

A) Gazing Over : 

In "Double Negative," in order to illustrate the patnarchal gaze that 

"colonizesff women, Marlatt and Warland juxtapose the image of womanfs body 

with that of the desert The dips and clefts in the landscape are parallelied to a 

woman's curves (&4-85), while the "nothing-ness" of the desert is reminiscent of the 

gaze's negation of women and lesbians. According to Marlatt, "[tlhe patriarchal 

oppression of women and colonialism are two different faces of the same coin" 

("when we changeff 191). For Marlatt and Warland, the gaze that "others" hem as 

women and as lesbians works in the same way as the gaze that "othersff the 

colonized. As Sara Suleri points out, although colonialism refers to specific 

historical periods, it has also becorne symbolic of various forms of "marginalitf' 

(274). Likening the patriarchal gaze to the historical colonial gaze is not meant to 

detract from the real, historical oppression of a people based on race; rather, it is 

" Interestingly, none of the authors discussed draw on the oifactory sewe. 1 believe they focus 
on touch, taste, speech, and sound because these are the first connections with the world one 
establishes. 



meant to foreground the oppression of women and lesbians, which does not have 

a clear historical or geographical point of demarcat i~n.~ 

The female/lesbian body, portrayeci as the dese& is su bjed to "see-vill(ain)- 

1-say-tion" (86). As Carr points out, "[tlhe phonetic word play suggests the way 

that a civilization based on the mastering gaze and the authoritative word both 

originate from the capital I/eye, and can be seen as an act of villainy ..." 

("Collaboration" 115). Yet Marlatt and War1and both invoke and subvert the notion 

of the gaze that deems the landscape and (lesbian) women "nothing." In "10:33 

Forres t," 

not / thing cornes unhinged 

far as the eye can see 

there are birds, insects, mammals, reptiles, scrub trees, 

bushes, grasses 

thriving outside The Gaze 

(can we see what we do not value). (92) 

The "nothing-ness" of (lesbian) women and desert is contested by Marlatt and 

Warland who see and name many things that exist, even though they are not 

" Other than the paralieis between colonialisrn and gender relations, and colonialisrn and 
heterosexism, Mariatt and Warland also draw on their personal experiences of growing up in 
"minority" households. Pamela Banting, in "The Phantom Limb" describes ho w Mada tt grew 
up in an Anglo-hdian howhold  in Penang (189-191). Warland, who was raised in Canada, 
grew up in a Norwegian comntunity, where "aii important conversations happened in 
Norwegian" ("a language" 306). in this sense, both Marlatt and Warland grew up with the 
knowledge of colonial relations and hierarchical power relations. 
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acknowledged by the gaze. They question the authority of the gaze by presenting 

what thrives beyond the judgement of patriarchy and colonialism. Moreover, they 

not only illustrate the colonisation of the gaze, they assert the existence of the 

(lesbian) woman's body and the desert, regardless of the gaze's attempts to 

appropriate and lay claim to them. As Marlatt and Warland write, the 

red ochre menstrual stain 

(source of earth's iife blood) 

over and ochre 

even the horizon 

unable to dam her flowing sand. (92) 

Here, the desert sand is iikened to woman's menstruation, which c a ~ o t  be 

controiied. Even the horizon, which is a fluid and "boundless" boundary, is unable 

to define women's experiences. Therefore, even though the gaze attempts to name 

and map the Oesbian) woman's body and the desert, neither can ever be contained 

or conquered. 

Evidence of the gaze, be it patriarchal or colonial, or both, is inscribed in al1 

the texts examinai. Although Bersianik, Philip, and Allen do no t theorize the gaze, 

it is present in the assumeci patriarchd and (post)colonial frameworks they operate 

within. For example, by modelling her text on a renowned and thoroughly 

patriarchal text, Bersianik invokes the ideology of the patriarchal gaze. Even 

though the patriarchs are not present to gaze upon the women, their ideology seems 
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to resonate in its absence. The reader is conscious of the framework that these 

women emerge from and speak out of. Similady, in Philipfs work there are various 

references to and intrusions by the colonial gaze, for instance her inclusion of 

textual excerpts that exempiify racist ideology. Contrary to Marlatt, Warland, 

Bersianik, and Philip, who insert the gaze's "voice," Allen's references are less 

explicit. Nevertheless, there is a clear sense that her writing is subverting an 

underlying sexist and racist framework. 

In order to undermine the authority of the gaze, the authors do not invert the 

gaze, rather they rely on altemate senses in order to (re)present themselves, 

drawing on the body as a whole. Women's focus on the body has "enabled [them] 

to question the primacy given to the visual sense, restoring some credit to the tactile 

ones, senses which arguably dorninate at birth" (Waterhouse 111). While sight is 

only developed at the later stages of maturation, from the moment a child is bom, 

s/he has the sense of touch, c m  vocalw, and c m  hear. Thus, in order to de-centre 

the sense of sight, and consequently the gaze, Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, Philip, 

and Allen draw on these "primary" senses. For Bersianik, Marlatt, and Warland, 

touch becomes a sensual expression of sexuality. "Speaking upff is quite literally 

integrated in She TRes Her Tonpe, Women do this E v e v  Day, and Two Women 

in a Birfh, through the use of orality. The authors individualize a thematic 

representation of orality in order to (re)present their subjectivities as women of 

colour and lesbians, respectively. And, finaliy, the sound of language and music 
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is thema- by Phiiip, Bersianik, and M e n  as another alternative to sight, and to 

the gaze. 

B) Touching Senses : 

While the gaze has sewed to objechfy women for men's pleasure, wornen 

authors hying to recapture their bodies and (re)present thernselves as subjects of 

their own sexuality utilize the sense of touch to describe their sexual experiences, 

as seen in Le Pique-nique and Two Women in a Birth. W i W  Le Pique-nique, 

Bersianik consistently uses the sense of touch to invoke women's identity and 

sexuality. She empowers the sense of touch as the primary sense which is iinked 

to the matemal, since, within the womb, "elles sont touchées de partout, ce qu'elles 

n'oublieront jarnais-surtout quand leur corps sera soumis à la carence du  Toucher 

et à la surabondance du Voir" (55). Here Bersianik is suggesting that the power of 

touch, which everyone senses, even before birth, becomes lost within the gaze of 

cultural reality. The emphasis on the visual sense and pleasures is symptomatic of 

patriarchy's attempt at control. As Smart indicates, "for Bersianik the fear of 

touching endemic in our culture is a symptom of a more ancient fear, that of the 

materna1 body, whose power has been envied and stolen by the creaton of a 

symbolic order that glorifies 'male maternity"' ("The Body" 24). Athough women 

are central to the creation of life, men appropriate the power of creation Uirough 

naming. Within her text, Bersianik repossesses the power of touch, and shows its 
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centralïty in creation when the Caryatid awakens at Avertine's touch (207-208). The 

importance of touch, and its link to maternity, is re-appropriated into the woman's 

sphere when Avertine strokes the statue to Me. 

The patriarchal gaze also serves as a judgement of beauty, which patriarchy 

associates with sexuality . Xanthippe tells the women a fable, where "il faut que la 

femme ait quelque chose qui attire l'homme" (164). Yet, as Ancyl points out, "il 

s'agit aussi de ne pas privilégier le regard aux dépens des autres sens. Car qu'est-ce 

que la beauté a à voir avec la jouissance?" (170). In effect, Aphélie, who is 

embarrassed by her "overweight" body, is able to describe in full detail how she 

pleasures herself through masturbation-thereby valuing touch over sight 

Although she feels self-conscious because of her weight (having internalized the 

patnarchal dennition of beauty) the other women assure her that her weight is not 

a problem, and that she should treasure a body that gives her pleasure. In 

Bersianik's work, touching is the central element in women's sexuality. For 

Aphélie, it is the male touch that leads her to bleed, and her own touch that leads 

her to pleasure. And for Xanthippe, whose husband will not touch her, touching 

becornes a symbol of her sexuality (or lack thereof). Xanthippe perceives touch as 

central to an acknowledgment of king, and urges the women to touch, leading 

their hands ont0 her body (57-58). Gould explains, "Xanthippe's intense longing 

is rooted in her need to rediscover the world of the senses and her love of self. As 

a result, the collective touching initiated at her request is more sensual than sexual, 
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more self-affirming than ecstatic" (Wnnhg 183). Touch becomes central to 

Xanthippe's sexuality, as well as to her self-definition. Having the women touch 

her helps her identify her self, and affirm her body. Xanthippe's body is not 

defined by what îhe women see but by what they fouch, in addition to her 

description of the pleasure of touch. 

There are a variety of sexual preferences elaborated within BersianiKs text, 

but ail the women to some degree include touch as a factor in their sexual pleasws. 

The women's semal discussion begins with Aphélie's cornplaint that her husband 

no longer touches her, and her subsequent description of masturbation. Men are 

inadequate lovers according to Edith because "ils ne touchent pas" (122), but 

Epsilonne argues in favour of the "touch" of the penis during penetration. Even 

Adizetu, who discusses clitoridectomy rather than sexuality, invokes the image of 

touch: once the excision is performed she will be deprived "of the pleasure of a 

certain touch" (Gould Wfiting 183). It is Ancyl who summarizes the women's 

various sexual preferences by stating that sexual pleasure is "la jouissance du  

Toucher. C'est une jouissance ... qui intéresse tout le corps et non un seul organe et 

qui est la jouissance la plus sensuelle qui soit puisque pas une parcelle de sa peau 

externe et interne n'y est étrangère-même si celle-ci n'est pas entièrement en 

contaci!' (174). Ancyl displaces any speahc sexual organ when describhg women's 

sexuality; it is the body in its entirety that becomes the receptacle of sexual 

pleasure. By drawing on the sexual and sensual qualities of the body, Bersianik 
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echoes Irigaray's statement that "la femme a des sexes un peu partout" ("Ce sexe" 

28). In this sense, Bersianik, iike Irigaray, is not only de-centring the gaze, but de- 

centring the penis as the focal point of sex. There is no central organ for sexuafity; 

every aspect of the body becomes receptive to sexual pleasw. 

Touch and taste are directly related in Le  Epe-nique, since "manger 

provoque un délicieux toucher inbsried' (54). In fact, Aphélie, who is deprived of 

her husbanà's touch, turns to eating to satisfy herself. Just as Xanthippe asks the 

women to touch her, Aphblie asks them to taste her. The women then "picorent sur 

son nez, elles grignotent ses oreilles, elles butinent sur ses lèvres, elles pignochent 

dans son cou, elles broutent ses cheveux, eues mâchent sa salive, elles croquent ses 

paupieres et ses cils .... On se goûte, on se trouve salées, sucrées, piquantes, assez 

cuites, assez maigres, assez grasses, assez croustillantes ..." (62). Tasting Aphélie 

becomes a sensual experience, much Like touching Xanthippe had ken. The 

experience is sensual in the sense that the women become aware of their bodies and 

their bodily perceptions. Touching and tasting grounds them in the body. They 

become conscious of the body as a tactile object, and realize there are other ways of 

evaluating the world than through sight Moreover, although the women had 

obviously eaten prior to this occasion, they had nonetheless never experienced bue 

tasting, which relies on the sense. Nthough eaüng feeds the body and gives it 

energy, it is tasting that interprets the food. Once the women are aware of tasüng, 

they become aware of their body and their body's relatïonship to the world via the 



senses. 

While Bersianils spedically discwes the sense of taste in her work, Marlatt 

and Warland only make indirect comrnents about UUs sense. In part XVI of "Open 

is Broken," Warland writes: "this is a place we touch and taste each other" (63). 

Similarly, in "31/5 8:45 Deakin," Marlatt and Warland write: " your fiesh i tasteff 

(90). For these authors, however, the sense of taste is inextricably linked with 

sexuaüty. In fad, although they do not often mention the sense of taste, they make 

numerous references to the mouth as a sensual organ. The mouth, which is not 

synonyrnous with taste, su foregrounds the senses that help to iiiustrate a lesbian 

identity beyond the patriarchal gaze. In part V of "Open is Broken," Warland 

descri bes how 

'small Ml' becomes sun 

'incline(s)' in my mouth 

smooth buming on my tongue 

south in the mouth of north. (54) 

Here Warland is not describing the taste, but rather the sensation of the lovefs cunt 

on her mouth, which creates a "smooth burning." The focus on the mouth as a 

sensual organ, both giving and receiving sexual satisfaction Uirough the sense of 

taste and touch, displaces the patriarchal focus on the gaze. Instead of it being the 

eyes that see and evaluate the lovef s body, it is the mouth that senses and gives 

pleasure. Marlatt sirnilarly focuses the sense of sexual pleasure in the mouth of the 
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lover. She describes cunnilingus as a "sucking and suckling" (13), where the 

lovefs "dearly known skin-its smell, i k  answering touch to m y  tongue. fondant, 

font, found, all that melts, poursf' (20). Here Marlatt refers to several senses in 

describing lesbian sexuality; she invokes smeli, touch, and indiredly, the taste of 

the lovefs skin that melts in her mouth. Therefore, the various senses are used to 

relocate and a r t i d a k  the lesbian body. Moreover, in lesbian sexuality, the mouth 

and specifically the tongue play a parallel role to that of the penis in heterosexual 

sex. Consequently, it is not only the gaze that is king displaced but also the penis. 

Like Bersianik's inscription of various sexual erogenous zones, Marlatt and 

Warland's focus on the mouth and tongue usurp penis-centred sexuality. Thus, 

Marlatt and Warland, attuned to their bodily senses, use them to describe a 

uniquely lesbian identity and sexuality. 

Like Marlatt and Warland, Philip juxtaposes the sense of taste and the mouth 

in order to (re)present a subject position outside the gaze. While Marlatt and 

Warland use the bodily senses to describe a subject position denied by the 

heterosexual gaze of patriarchy, Philip inscribes the sense of taste in order to 

foreground the racist colonial oppression of blacks. For example, in a mock 

academic test included in her collage-like poem "Discourse on the Logic of 

Language," Philip juxtaposes taste and colonial laquage, stating that the tongue 

"(d) contains ten thousand taste buds, none of which is sensitive to the taste of 

foreign words" (59). The tongue in this test question is representative of the 
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co~omiets tongue, which is non-sensitive to the taste of foreign words. It is the 

colonizer who never acknowledges, let alone leam, the colonized's language. In 

this sense, the taste of speech and its power to oppress, within colonialism, is 

resewed for the colonizer. Moreover, the fictional test question is placed side by 

side with an edict that recommends that the colonized's tongue be removed if the 

"slave [is] caught speaking his native language" (58). In this sense, the colonized 

are not only denied the right to speak in their native language but are also k ing  

denied the right to speak (taste) the language of the colonizer. For Philip, taste, iike 

the gaze, is a privileged sense that must be disrupted. The sense of taste is used to 

represent the repression of the colonized people, which is the first step in self- 

(re)presentation. Even though Philip likens the tongue and sense of taste to colonial 

oppression, it also illustra& the possibility of articulation. Again, in "Discourse on 

the Logic of Language," Philip presents the foilowing multiple-choice question: 

In man the tongue is 

(a) the principal organ of taste. 

(b) the principal organ of articulate speech. 

(c) the principal organ of oppression and exploitation. 

(d) al1 of the a bove. (59) 

Within colonial ideology this rhetorical question is best answered by (d), but, 

within Philip's discourse, the focus is placed on the tongue as central to "articulate 

speech." Although within colonial history speech was the privilege of the colonizer, 
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within Phiiip's text, the tongue becornes the principal organ of protest through 

artidation. Thus, the mouth represents the sense of taste as well as the power of 

orality. 

C) Tallcing Back : 

While the tactile sense is a somewhat less obvious antithesis to the gaze, the 

oral sense provides a clear opportunity for "taiking back." "Taking back," or 

contending with the history presented by patriarchy and the ideology it 

perpetuates, is iiiustrated in Phiüp's text through thematic representation of 

attempts at self-expression and silence. In Bersianik's Men'sf and Marlatt and 

Warland's works, orality is thematized in order to legitimize conversation. They 

draw attention to the oral genre per se, as well as dialogue and the sewe of 

community it fosters. 

In She Tries Her Tonguef the importance of the oral or the spoken is in large 

part illustrateci by its absence. For Phiiip, the central element in the (re)presentation 

of a (post)coloniai subject is verbaikation. She thematws the colonized's silence 

throughout her work, c a h g  for a vocalization of the colonial past as well as a 

(re)presentation of the colonized subject. Her title poem, "She Tries Her Tongue; 

Her Silence Softly Breaks," epitomizes the colonized's search for oral self- 

expression. Having thematized the silencing of the colonized people throughout 

the text, Philip, in the last poem, illustrates their attempt to express themselves 



through 

oath moan mutter chant 

t h e  e e v e s  the dimension of other 

babble curse chortle sing 

huris on its axis of silence 

praise-song poem ululation utterance 

one Song would bridge the finite in silence. (90) 

The words that Phüip uses in the ünes beginning on the far left illustrate an attempt 

at vocaüzation in order to break the silence that has plagued the colonized people. 

The indented iines, framed by the expressions of orality, describe how the 

"othering" of the colonial gaze is now behg subverted. The silence begins to voice 

the oath, babble, praise-song which "bridgeFrthe colonial silence. By interspershg 

words that define oraüty within a poem that describes the historical silencing of the 

colonized, Philip is able to indicate the necessity of the oral sense for expressing a 

(post)colonial subject position. 

In order to reinforce the need for articulation to break the silence that 

imprisons the colonial and rnargïnalised subject, Philip does not rely merely on 

orality, per se. In fact, she draws attention to the oral sense by incorporating non- 

orai articulations. Throughout her text she addresses the non-oral (silent) state of 

the colonized people, questions the language that silences them, as well as attempts 

to open up colonial expression. Since the colonizer has historically possessed the 
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power of speech, Philip does not sirnply appropriate the oral sense. Throughout 

her text, she iilustrates the difficulty of overcoming silence, yet she incorporates 

various "silent? articulations that undermine the patriarchal and Western gaze, 

while sidestepping the polemic relatiowhip the colonized have with the colonizer's 

language. In her closing poem, "She Tries Her Tongue," Philip converts the body 

as a whole into an expression of the colonized subject She writes: 

The body should speak 

W hen silence is, 

Limbs dance 

.............................. 

That body might become tongue 

Tempered to speech 

And where the latter falters 

Paper with its words 

The crack of silence; 

That skin become 

Slur slide susurration 

Polyphony and rhythm-the d m ;  

When silence is 

Abdication of word tongue and lip 



Ashes of once in what was 

.. .Silence 

Song word speech 

Might L..like Philomela ... sing 

continue 

over 

into 

...p ure utterance. (98) 

As well as king  an indicator of colonial violence and oppression, in Philip's work, 

the body also becomes a mode of self-expression. The body and its motions become 

an "oral" articulation of colonial history. This expression exists, and is translated 

in "She Tries Her Tongueff in terms that are clearly oral: to~gue ,  lips, speech, and 

Song. The body in dance becomes the "tongue," and the skin of the colonized is 

Likened to the skin on the drum. The colonized body and its rhythms exemple the 

break with the non-oral state; through dance and music, the body breaks the silence 

of the colonized people. Furthemore, Philip argues that when the body's 

(re)presentations fd to be heard, writing must break their silence. Yet the writing 

must inscribe orality and the history imprinted on the black body. Moreover, by 

invoking the character of Philomela at the end of the poem, the (post)colonial 

subjects' plight is likened to that of Philomela, thereby inviting a renegotiation of 
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forms of e ~ ~ r e s s i o n . ~  By presenting selfexpression as articulations of the body, 

through dance, rhythm, song, as well as writing, the dichotomy between silence 

and orality is disrupted. 

The importance of sound and speech is ofkn marginaiised by the "authoritf' 

of the written text However, these women authors strategically recover and re- 

iwcribe oral traditions in their works. For exarnple, Bersianik, in Le Pigue-nique, 

presenk a dialogue among women. The discussion that takes place at the picnic is 

reminiscent of women's discussions around the kitchen table. Her thematic 

representation of womenfs dialogue foregrounds the fact that women's discussions 

or meetings have been largely based on oral dialogue. Not only are women's 

discussions subordinate to written texts, they also are not validated through 

transcription like men's discussions are, as exemplified by Plato's symposium. 

While Bersianik focuses on thematicaliy inserting orality, Allen is best known for 

the performance versions of her poetry. Creating an oral version of her work allows 

her to reach an audience that may not have access to (or interest in) the written 

form.13 As Carr points out, 

class, econornic, and li teracy 

"[iln taking dub poetry to the people, [Men] leaps 

barriers that might prohibit sorne follcs from access" 

Accordhg to Greek mythology, Philomela, whose tongue is severed by the King, weaves a 
robe to teiI the story of her rape. The gods then tum her into a nightingale, aiiowing her to 
express herself through song. 

" Allen has worked with low-income youth groups in Toronto. encouraging them to create rap 
music, thereby continuing her focus on orai literature. She teaches the youths "self- 
determination" and "that there is a different way of being in the world" ("No Rest" 26). 
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("A Stylef' 39). Whereas the written versions of AUen's work can reach a literate 

audience, her oral versions reach a different audience, thereby contesthg the social 

barriers between the literate (white) academic and the iiiiterate (black) public. 24 

Moreover, using an oral form foregrounds the colonized's historical emphasis on 

orality. The colonized passed on their stories, their traditions, their culture, from 

generation to generation, orally. As Carr explains in her forthcoming article, " [i]n 

resistance to the plantation slave's double prohibitions against English literacy and 

maintaining West African languages and practices, people of the diaspora sustained 

a living cultural archive in their bodies and voices: dance, son& theatre, and story 

were and continue to be central registers of social memory" ("'Corne Mek Wi'" 4). 

Therefore, continuing to use and foreground oraiity becomes a reminder of colonial 

oppression, as well as an affirmative method of subverting the authority of the 

written word. 

Whereas one of Men's media is itself oral, Marlatt and Warland integrate 

their oral conversations into their written text W hile the reader of Allen's work is 

not faced with the oral versions of her work, the reader of Two Women in a Birth 

is confronted with MarlatYs and Warland's dialogue in various forms. For 

example, in "Crossing Loop," they include a conversation, marking each 

commentary with either a "D" (Daphne Marlatt) or a "B" (Beby Warland), much 

" I believe that Men's disruption of conventions of oral and written form s p e d c d y  
challenges the assumptions of a white academic and a black illiterate audience. Such 
associations of race and education are disrupted in her work, where the "black fiterate" 
audience becomes literate in her style and cultural references. 
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Lüce an interview transcript In "Subject to Change," Maria tt and Warland present 

a dated dialogue. One section of the dialogue relates the inclusion of the oral into 

the text; Marlatt or Warland (they do not assign authorship within this section) 

says: "i have his desire to draw a iine and wnte down everything we say," to which 

the other responds "let's tryif' (151). These journal entries of their conversations 

are typographicaily offset by a Line running down the page, indicating that their 

discussions take place "on the side." However, the visual line is also reminiscent 

of the iine that demarcates the margin on a h e d  s h e t  of paper, thus indicating the 

marginal place oral discussion usuaily takes in relation to the written text15 The 

marginalised conversations are also representative of Marlatt and Warland's 

position as lesbians within a patriarchal society. They feel the need to incorporate 

"the taIking [they] do between the sheets between the hes between the writing that 

intertwines" (141). They question the authority of the written text since their 

conversations are interco~ected with their writing. Moreover, not only is their 

conversation marginal in relation to the wri tten tex t, their conversation as lesbians 

is marginal within patriarchy. By invoking the talking they do "between the 

sheetdJ--invoking both the image of the sheets of paper and the bed sheets- 

Marlatt and Warland are stressing the importance of their sexuality to their writirtg. 

The discussions Marlatt and Warland have while creating the text have a 

direct impact on the written version of the text In fact, they question the authority 

One can take for example Jacques Derrida's emphasis on the written word, or more generaiiy 
the weight of a written contract over a verbal one in today's soaety. 
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and the authenticity of the Mitten text when they note: "what about the talking we 

do ... the you of the page i subvert in the unwritten ... the tension necessary between 

what gets said and what gets written or left ..." (140)? Here Marlatt and Warland 

are presenting the tension and contradiction between what is presented in the 

writing and what is said. The written version becomes the authoritative version, 

but it contrasts with the womenrs discussions, and what is not written or 

represenûd. The conversations that are included in Two Women in a Birth become 

emblematic of the negotiations that were necessary in Marlatt and Warland's 

collaborative effort For example, in "Subject to Change," they transcribe part of 

their dialogue where one believes "Chat's the end," and the other responds: "no, 1 

don't agree" (153). This s m d  sample of their oral conversation is representative of 

their innumerable discussions and debates surrounding the creation of the written 

text By including such snippets of conversation, Marlatt and Warland are able to 

foreground the oral component of writing. Although the written text surfaces as a 

complete and au  thoritative text, it is conceived, in part, through conversation. 

W hereas Marlatt and Warland's conversations clearly descri be a personal 

collaboration between two women, Men's oral performances are representative of 

dialogue with a communal voice. In foregrounding orality, the authors do not 

idealize "Lecturingf' but rather selfexpression and dialogue. In fact, Marlatt and 

Warland, in discussing conversation and collaboration Say: "here we acknowledge 

that al1 writing is collaboration here we question the delineation between the 
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coilectivity of conversation and the individual's ownenhip of the written here we 

affirm our spiralhg dominoing wandering she-speech" (141). Marlatt and 

Warland perceive their work as a product of various "conversations" with various 

writers. The "wandering she-speech" that births their text includes a collective of 

female authors, such as Cixous, H.D., Jane Rule, and Nicole Brossard. M e n  

similarly works within a community of artists. Not only is she influenced by artists 

whose main form is oral, such as Louise Bennett and Bob Marley, but her own 

recordings are a testirnony to her dialogue with others. She is joined in her 

recordings by the iikes of rappers Ringo Junior and Screecher Nice, lesbian folk 

singer Lucie Blue Tremblay, the gospel quartet Four the Moment, as well as her 

daughter, Anta. For Ailen, working in collaboration with other artists serves to 

"underscore that the voice of resistance is finally not a solo voicef' (Carr "'Corne 

Mek Wi'" 26). Moreover, Allen includes her audience in her collaborative work 

through variations of the cal1 and response genre. Therefore, the dialogue created 

by the oral form disrupts the authority of the author, and fosters a sense of 

community among women, and in Allen's work, among blacks. 

D) Sounds Familiar : 

In addition to the thematic inclusion of orality, the aurai sounds also serve 

to de-emphasize the gaze. Thematizing the oral/aural becornes another way to 

ground the text in the body. Aurality is thematicaily illustrated in She Tkies Her 
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T'e by the sound of language, while Bersianik and Allen foreground this sense 

by invoking musical forms. In both cases, however, the focus is on heaniig, not 

seeing. The women perceive reality and expücate their position within society 

through the use of the aura1 sense. 

The sound of the oral/aural word is invoked in Philip's She Tries Her 

Tongue in order to (re)present the oppression of the colonized. In "The Question 

of Language is the Answer to Power," Philip integrates "voice lessons" which 

represent oie colonized's acquisition of the coIonizei/s language through phonetics. 

The sounds of the new language are equated with colonialism. In text book fashion, 

Philip, after listing the (colonial) sounds, offers practical pronunciation guides 

which perpetuate colonial ideology. For example, part of the voice lesson includes: 

00 as in how did they 'lose' their word? 

............**...*...*........................................................ 

AW as in the slaves were vahed for their 'brawn' 

O as in what am I offered for this 'lof of slaves? (70) 

In Philip's (re)creation of voice lessons, she juxtaposes the colonized's acquisition 

of language via sound, with colonial oppression. The "need" for the voice lessons 

serves as a reminder that the English language was imposed on the African slaves. 

Moreover, the same colonial structure that imposes the sound and ideology of the 

colonial language also denigrates the sound of the colonized's language, terming 

it: 



chattel language 

ba bu english 

slave idiom 

nigger vernacdar 

coolie pidgin 

wog pronunciation. (73) 

In fact, these derogatory terms for the slaves' native tongue are placed along side 

an excerpt of the colonial voice lessons. Since the colonizers did not know the 

c o l o W s  language, it is essentiaily, and superficially, the suundof the language 

that they contendeci with. It is not ço much what the colonized said, but how, or in 

what language it was said. Therefore, Philip's thematic incorporation of the suund 

of language illustrates the oppression of black slaves. The sound of the colonizer's 

language becomes synonymous with colonialism. 

Sound is thematized in the works of Bersianik and Men in their references 

to music. Bersianik plays with the aura1 sense when she invokes musical forms 

when s t r u c t u ~ g  her text. She begins her text with a "Prélude en la mineure sur 

l'écriture," and ends with a "Fugue en la majeure." Moreover, the key in which 

Bersianik chooses to wnte in is the " l a  key, signify ing the feminine subject" This 

feminine subject is under erasure at the beginning of the text, and is liberated in the 

major key a t  the end of the text As Gould points out, "the feminized musical 

The "la" is not ody the feminùie article, but a play on the note "la" in the musicai scale "do re 
mi fa so la ti do." 
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scheme in Le Pique-nique thus moves from minor to major key, giving us a 

'progressivef musical movement" ( Wr'tihg 175). Bersianik's use of musical forms 

goes beyond drawing on major and minor keys. She structures her text according 

to the form she is mentioning. For example, she begins her text with a prelude, 

which is often the introductory piece to another musical movement The first part 

of the prelude breaks the silence of the concert hall, in this case patriarchy. She 

opens Le Pique-nique with: "Toutes touchantes et de  n'être pas touchées. Toutes 

impliquks. Toutes chantantes et tout et tout un jour ou l'autre où tout chante. 

L'une et les unes. Toutes sachant touchef' (27). Bersianik, from the beginning, 

introduces the sense of touch and the oral/aural by mentioning song. The "key" 

that is given here is not merely the musical note "la," or the feminine subject; rallier, 

the running sentence style indicaks the first rush of music, and the rush of the 

female expression, the fluid style that will represent a woman's version of female 

subjectivity and sexuality. 

Moreover, the first part of the prelude on writing is titled "Le Chant des 

Statues Vives." The titie itseif focuses the subjed matter of not only the prelude, but 

the following movements, or the book, in its entirety. The prelude introduces 

mythological female characters that have been silenced. The patriarchal story of 

these women is introduced and subverted in the stories of the characters present, 

who become the instruments in Bersianik's symphony on the body. In effet, the 

voices and the bodies of these women are what make up the Song of the living 
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statue. By referring to statues in her titie, Bersianik is subverting the image of the 

quiet woman and the Caryatids that support the Erechtheion (a building adjacent 

to the Acropolis), which is symbolic of the patriarchal structure. The Caryatids' 

quiet and immobile posture is representative of women's cornplacent role withùi 

patnarchy. In describing these silenced women, Bersianik says that "on lui coupe 

la langue. Le langage se rétrecit Les corps se raréfient Que des signes au Lieu du 

corps.. .. À mots couverts. Lidaires. En silenceyf (28-29). Although Bersianik 

admits that women have historically k e n  silenced, she is introducing the female 

body as an instrument which can (re)present women. To retum again to the titie 

"Le Chants des Statues Vives," Bersianik is clearly disrupting the image of the 

quiet, passive woman. In fact, within her text, the women at the picnic voice their 

individual subjectivities. Their stories become the "chants des statues vives." 

Within music history, the prelude form evolved from the practice of 

"checking the huiing of [the] instniments" (Sadie n e  New Grove 210). Benianik, 

consistent with the definition of a prelude, begins by "checkingr' her instrument: the 

body. In the prelude, the body and the language that is used to represent it is 

checked by running through an alphabetic scale: "[lla main produit des mots de 

langue apprise en pigeant dans l'alphabet des lettres reconnues pour leur capacité 

de courir vite: ah, bée, thé, hue, eau, air, cas, dé, aime, hache, elle, aine, cul.. ." (28). 

This scale is similar to the scale a musician would go through to warrn up before a 

concert; however, Bersianik goes through words that resemble letters, indicating the 
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importance of language. Her form, her "instrument," as a writer is language. The 

concept of the scale to check the tuning of the instrument is expanded upon in the 

second part of the prelude where Berniani. runs through the various bodily aspects 

that are needed in writing. The body-instrument is the "corps-producteur-traceur- 

trackur-tourneurde-mob soit le corpç-produ&~~~Iecte~-bêche~-becqueteur4~ 

mots" (36). In short, whereas the word is the instrument B e r s i a d  plays with, the 

body is the instrument the women at the picnic adopt 

The subsequent chapters in Le Rque--nique are carefuliy craf ted to mimic the 

musical form Bersianik invokes in her chapter tities. For example, the first concerto 

titled "Le Pique-nique," (re)presents and subverts several historical and üterary 

references. Yet, against all these patrïarchal references are juxtaposed the women's 

articulations, and their inherent criticism of patriarchal texts and ideologies. 

Bersianik's juxtaposition of disparate positions is typical of the musical concerto, 

which is based on contrast; it is "a form based on the opposition between two 

dissimiiar masses of sound. (The Latin verb concertare means 'to contend wi th'... 

)" (Machiis 379). These different sounds, withm the context of Bersianik's text, can 

be read as the patriarchal texts and ideology that she refers to and draws upon, 

which contrast with the feminist perspective presented by the women at the picnic. 

Le  Pique-nique as a whole plays off of Plato's Le Banquet, which describes a 

meeting of patriarchs. While Bersianik inverts the gender specificity of Le Banquet 
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by including only women at the picnic,D Jennifer Waelti-Walters points out that: 

Plato's text is only present in the readefs knowledge of i t  Bersianik uses the 

structure of Plato's symposium and the form of his argument to write a 

gynophile debate of love and sexuality, providing views which, instead of 

moving from spiritual narcissism to ethereal homosexuality, remain on the 

physical plane from masturbation to rape and clitoridectomy-the ultimate 

female iack about which history says not a word. By the irnplicit contrast we 

realize clearly that women's sexual suffering is the invisible underside of 

men's philosophical pleasure. (301) 

Therefore, the women's self-expression plays against, and contrasts with, the 

patriarchal writings and ideology, thereby mimicking the concerto genre. As 

Bersianik points out in her "Ave~ssement" men are not a part of the picnic 

because they are occupied at Plato's banquet, if not physically, since it ended 

cenhuies before, then at least they are still ideologicaily communing with Plato. 

The sound contrasts that define the concerto are exemplified by a passage 

that refers to Jacques Lacan. Bersianik plays on Lacan's name when the women list 

authors of works with names 

qui commencent tous curieusement de la même manière: Lacantonnade, 

The ditference between the elaborate meal of the banquet which the men feast on and the 
piaiic that the women share mirrors the Merences Virginia Woolf observes in A Room of 
One's Own. Woolf presents the monetary differences between male and female assemblies, 
noting the elaborate nature of men's me&, which lead to more productive thoughts due to 
higher energy levels. 
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Lacantine, Lacanicule, Lacanelle, Lacanadienne, Lacanaille, etc. De plus en 

plus bizarre ... Lacanasta, Lacane, Lacanapé, Lacanular, Lagangrène ... On 

s'amuse toutes les trois A en trouver d'au m... encore bien plus drôles quand 

on décide de b a m ~  la première syllabe-ce LA mineur trop feminin: 

Cannibale, Cancan, Candélabre, ou de la doubler: Lalacanonnade, 

Lalacandeur, Lalacantilène, etc. (81) 

The repetition of "Lacan" within the fictive names of artistç indicates the patriarchal 

nature of the society these women live in, which is exemplified by Lacan. However, 

Bersianik subverts this large palriarcha1 sound base through the women's 

discussion. The repetition of the " l a  article draws attention to the arbitrary 

gendering of words and objects in the French language. In addition, the women 

disrupt patriarchal language and ideology by dismissing the "LA mineur." The 

women here are not negating the feminine article, they are placing the feminine 

minor under erasure; they subvert patriarchfs devaluation of the feminine. In so 

doing, they are able to create a new vocabulary that does not perpetuate the "LA 

mineur" in LAcan. Once the women have invalidateci the negative feminine article, 

they double it, again creating new words. This time however, the new words are 

Song like in their repetition of "lala." Moreover, this repetition of the feminine 

article becomes an empowered doubling of the female subject 

Bersianik's second concerto is "Le dire des sexuaiités," where the women 

discuss their various sexual preferences. It also foilows the musical form, where 
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"[tlhe main interest in a concerto is a select group of soloists, calleci the concertino, 

or 'little group,' who show off their virtuosity and the tricks and colours of their 

instruments both in opposition to one another and to a larger orchestral group. 

Usually two to six soloists comprise the concertino" (Levy 110). This technical 

definition aptly describes the sexual concerto of Le Pique-nique, wwhe six "so10'~ 

women discuss their bodies, or rather, their instruments. In effect within "Le dire 

des sexualités," each woman, in turn, describes her personal sexual preferences. 

These speeches can easily be interpreted as showing "the tricks and colours" of 

their bodies. Moreover, the spectrum of sexuaiities counterpoint each other, 

illustrating the various possibilities of women's sexuality, which is then played 

against the "larger orchestral group" of Western patriarchal stereotypes of 

sexuality. Therefore, Le  Pique-mque, which began as a "Fugue en la mineur," 

progressing through the concerto of sexualities, ends with a "Fugue en la majeure." 

The ferninine article which was negated within paûiarchal works (such as Lacan's) 

is now a positive key in which the women can describe themselves in. 

For music theorists, the fugue is "a contrapuntal composition in which a 

theme or subject of strongly marked character pewades the entire fabric, entering 

now in one voice, now in anothef' (Machlis 387)? The theme of Bersianik's "Fugue 

en la majeur," like her entire text, is the expression of women's bodies. The fugue 

is also the culmination of the motherdaughter search, drawn from the Persephone- 

" "Fugue" also meam "fiight" in French. 
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Demeter myth. Within L e  Pique-nique, Avertine takes over the daughter role and 

searches for the mother figure. Waelti-Walters theorizes that it is "the loss of 

contact between mother and daughter if the mother is male-bonded and the 

daughter female-identified [that] can make possible the physiological and 

psychological damage inflicted by mothers on daughters in traditional male- 

dominated cultures (304-305). Avertine, as the contemporary author/daughter, 

desperately attempts to bridge this gap. She is certainly "fernale-identified" in the 

sense that she is aware of the problematics of patriarchal structure and attempts to 

define her sexuality, thus herself. On the other hand, the mother figure, the 

Caryatid, quite literally supports patriarchy. Avertine, having found the "phailic 

r n ~ t h e r " ~ ~  who has internalized patriarchal ideology, confronts her cornplacent 

support of the patriarchal system, asking: "Vous n'en avez pas assez, Caryatides, 

de supporter le discours mascuün, les institutions males, la jouissance phallique et 

divine?" (206). The fugue that begins with Avertinefs voice, pleading with the 

mother figure, ends with the Caryatid's new found voice; her slow labored 

movements away from the "Érechthéionf' (phallic erection) are her articulation of 

her break from patriarchy. Although the Caryatid never speaks per se, her bodily 

movements are the contrapuntal sound to the daughter's urging, since the 

Caryalid% movements can be pardelleci to the expression cor;ooreIie that Bersianik 

Jane Gdop, in her artide "The Phallic Mother: Fraudian Analysis," provides an anaiysis of 
the mother's role within patriarchy, drawing on both Kristeva's and Irigaray's theories. in 
essence, she posits that the phallic mother is the woman who supports and perpetuates 
patriardial ideology, offering no resistance to it (118). 
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d e b e s  in the prelude. Essentially, Bersianik follows the contrapuntal f o m  of a 

fugue by including the voice of a liberated daughter which contrasts with the 

patriarchal ideology upheld by the mother figure. Both women represent, albeit 

from different pers@ves, the place of woman within patriarchy, thereby creaüng 

a uniform theme withui the fugue. 

Beyond mimicking musical forms, Bersianik also mentions classical 

composers, such as Bach and Vivaldi, who were both composers of the forms which 

Bersianik draws upon to structure ber work. Sirnilarly, in Women do rhis Every 

Day, M e n  refers to artists such as Miçs b u  and Bob Marley, as well as collaborates 

with various artists in her recordings. She also draws on various African and 

Caribbean-influenced forrns, such as call and response, reggae, jazz, and rap. 

Nonetheless, M e n  does much more fian draw on musical traditions, since her live 

performances are mus ica~ .~  While here 1 will examine the themaüc inclusion of 

music and sound in her works, in the next chapter, 1 wili examine the musicality of 

her work. In "1 Am Africa," Men links music to the African body, saying: 

1 feeeeeel music 

my body carries the rhythms 

of A F R 1 C A. (118) 

" Men has won Juno awards for both ber recordings. Yet, in an unpublished interview with 
Carr, she insists that she does not sing. She says: "1 do somethuig musical, 1 can't sing .... It's a 
matter of speaking in beats." 
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linking music, the black body, and M c a ,  M e n  is invoking the essence of Rastafari 

reggae, where body and music are means of returning (if only spiritualiy) to the 

African roots? Music is centred in the body. Much as the black body invokes the 

image ~f Africa and freeciom, the music of Afnca is grounded in the memory of the 

body, and serves as a reminder of African identity. Music has become the 

expression of choice for the black people because it serves "as a way of 

rernembering, a way of enduring, a way of celebrating, a way of protesthg and 

subverting, and ultimately, a way of triumphing" (Cataliotti ix). In Race, Space and 

the Poetks of Monhg Philip describes the importance of music for people of 

African descent She describes how, historically, it has served as a reminder of a 

lost culture. Music and bodily expressions Uirough Song and dance were the one 

thing the colonizer could not take from them. Therefore, music is strongly linked 

with black identity, and is inextricably Linked with the body, which hnctions as its 

medium and memory. 

Music is not only inscribed in Men's poehy as a method for transmitting 

black heritage, it is also a means of refashoning and dispelhg existing stereotypes 

of black culture. For example, in "Rub a Dub Style Inna Regent Park," music is 

During the 1920s and 1930s, blacks began to re-appropriate and reaeate their image through 
Rastafarianism. Rasta was based on the belief in a bladc messiah, Haile Selassie (Ras Tafari), 
who acceded to the Ethopian throne. Rastafarianism, which most people agree began with 
Marcus Garvey's " Back to Africa movement, gained popularity with the advent of reggae, and 
Bob Marley's music. Although there are a variety of sources which discuss Rastafarianism 
spealicdy, there are concise descriptions of it in Christian Habekost's VeirbaIRiddh (80-86) 
and an extensive footnoie by Michael Angrosino (87-88). 
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thematized as a means to revolt against racism in society. Addressing the violence 

typicdy associated with black youths, M e n  begins her poem with the scene of a 

young black man being hauled away by the police. As Carr points out in her 

forthcoming article, many of Ailen's poems outline the law enforcemenfs specific 

prejudice against black youths (19). However, "Rub a Dub Style" offers an 

alternative to youth violence, where: 

dj rapper hear im chant 

pumps a musical track 

for im platform 

cut it wild 

sey de system vile 

dubbing it i ~ a  dance 

frustration pile 

a different style 

inna regent park 

could have k e n  a gun 

but's a mike in his hand 

could've been a gun spilling out the luies 

but is a mike 

is a mike 

is a mike. (82) 
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The stereotype of the violent black gang member is subverted by the image of the 

DJ (disk jockey) chamelhg his frustration agauist the system "in a different 

style."32 The DJ rapper confronts the system that opprases and labels black youths, 

attacking with words, forcing consciousness and change, rather than perpetuathg 

the stereotype of violence. The racist gaze that associates violence with the colour 

of the youth's skin is subverted, both through direct questioning, as weil as by 

foregrounding the aura1 sense through the soundof the (reggae) beat to indicate 

that the subject is black Dub music becornes a method for cowtructiveiy criticizing 

racism. Moreover, the dub aesthetic is symbolic of black subjectivity in 

contemporary society. The revolutionary lyrics dubbed in by the DJ are 

representative of the individual, self-(re)presented black subject, while the 

background beat can be read as the k a t  of society. The DJ is adding new words, 

a new slant, to the k a t a  Thus, music, in Men's work, is seen as a transfomative 

medium which can subvert and question while presenting a positive, black subject 

By incorporating musicality as a focal point for self-expression, Allen and 

Bersianik are able to usurp the patriarchal notion of the gaze as the sense central to 

knowledge. In effect, the body is grounded in Marlatfs, Warland's, Bersianik's, 

" Within the black community, the Dl's role evolved from introducing music to 
speaking/singing political lyrics onto the music background. In effect, dub poetry buiids out of 
this musical practice ( Verbai Riddim 56-58). 

It should be noied however, that the Dl's are usuaily dubbing their lyrics onto reggae or 
M c a n  type beats. 
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Philip's, and Men's texts through their focus on "alternative" senses. The writers 

all acknowledge the presence of the gaze, but subvert it in their self- 

(re)presentations. For Marlatt, Warland, and Bersianik, touch is an essential 

element for describing sexuality . Tas te, orality, and aurali ty are similarly invoked 

in order to define a subjed position outside the limitations perpetuated by the 

Western patria~hai gaze. 



Chapter 3 

Music to the Ear 

"the beginnulg lmguage, a Lilivg body we enter at buih ... language 
is h t  of ai7 for us a body of sound. " 

-Daphne Marlatt, "Musing with mothertongue" 

The aurai sense is not only treated thematically in the works of Marlatt, 

Warland, Bersianik, Phüip, and Ailen; it is also used as a textual element whch 

helps transmit individual subjectivities. Phiüp and Allen draw on more formaiized 

musical rhythms and beats in their work but even in Benianik's prose one finds 

musical forms such as alliteration and assonance. The works of these women not 

only discuss and articulate the body and its senses, but draw on the auditory senses 

of the reader/audience. Assonance, alliteration, word play, repetition, and rhythm 

draw the reader, and therefore the reader'ç body, into the representation of these 

author's subjectivities. Frorn the Lüting sound of Bersianik's work to the Afiican 

beat in that of Philip and Allen, the reader cannot help but feei her/ his bodily 

senses king invoked. As weil as drawing on symbolism, metaphor, and imagery 

to evoke their subjectivities, as in traditional writing forms, Bersianik, Marlatt, 

Warland, Philip, and Allen u W e  bodily senses (both their own and that of their 
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audiences) to represent their subjed position, creating music to the readefs ear. By 

drawing on the readefs senses, the authon initiate and signal a comection with the 

readefs experience. This nexus signifies an entry point for "dialogue." Moreover, 

the emphasis on aurality blun the boundary between oral and written, creating a 

space that does not fit within Western patriarchai genre distinctions. This newiy 

mediateci space becornes a fertile ground for representing subject positions that do 

not fit w i t h  patriarchy. In other words, the authors go beyond the meaningof 

words into the essence and emotional impact of sound 

Learning a language is learning to recognize certain sounds, and to associate 

sounds with meaning. The association between sound, language, and ideology is 

brought to the fore in the works of Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, Philip, and Men. 

The "naturalized" connections between sound and ideology are questioned by their 

representation of non-normative sound patterns to represent their individual 

subject positions. This emphasis on the sound of language corresponds with 

Kristeva's semiotic chora, which exists prior to the symbolic acquisition of 

language. Kristeva believes that once one has entered the symbolic stage, the 

semio tic 

chora wiil be more or less successfully repressed and can be perceived only 

as a pulsional pressure on symbolic language ... The &ra is a rhythmic 

pulsion rather than a new language. It constitutes, in other words, the 

heterogeneous, disruptive dimension of language, that which can never be 
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caught up in the closure of traditionai Linguistic theory. (Moi 162) 

It is this dora that the wornen are evoking with their emphasis on the sound of 

language. By foregrounding the sound of language, they hp into the semiotic. The 

sound associations, to a certain extent, transcend the connotation of the word. 

Whereas the connofaLion of words is imbued with Western-patriarchal-historical- 

cultural ideology, by using the emotional value of sound and sound patterns, these 

authors are able to create distinct images within the readefs imagination. 

Therefore, it is the sound of their words, as weil as their meaning, that articulate 

womeds subjectivities. 

Ln "Musing with mo thertongue," Marlatt discusses the co~ec t ion  between 

language and sound. She descnbes communication as the association of sounds 

which are given a set meaning by society. However, the concept of language as 

initidy sound-based has potentialiy empowering possibilities for women writers 

who can capture the sound of language in order to re-inscribe meaning. Marlatt 

asks: "how can the standard sentence structure of English with its linear authority, 

subject through verb to object, convey the wisdom of endlessly repeating and not 

exadly repeated cycles [a woman's] body knows?" (28). It is not simply a question 

of associating sound with word meaning, but rather of recontextuaiizing the sound 

of language and language form. Elizabeth Meese argues that "the lesbian wnter 

seeks to intervene in language, reinvent, or better, re-work i ts texture, to produce 

an exploratory language through which we can find owelves as subject and (of) 
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desire" (emphasis mine 80). The disruption of language found in works by au thors 

like Marlatt and Warland is such an attempt to recontextualize language by 

foregrounding the "texture" or sound of language. 

There are various rnethods for inserting sound into written text. First, 

authors can draw on traditional poetic techniques such as assonance, aliiteration, 

and word play. These methods are most evident in MarlatYs, Warland's, and 

Bersianik's writing. In addition, sound can be created through the rhythm of 

wriiing, which is sigiuhed by repetition, punctuation, and the physical layout of the 

text Furthemore, the sound of language often serves to indicate a specific social 

or cultural relation. In Two Women h a Bi&, Marlatt and Warland use sound 

associations to draw on lost etymological meanings. For Philip and Allen, however, 

the sound of language is indicative of the black historical and cultural specificity. 

Finally, sound is incorporated in Allen's work by her choice of genre. Her use of 

the dub genre, and the musical context it entails, evokes the readefs aura1 sense 

directly. Ail in ail, the wnters incorporate textual elements that place their writing 

in the oral real.cn, thereby necessarily drawing on the r eade~s  auditory sensi bili ties. 

The sound, or texture, of language ernphasizes and illustrates the themes in Two 

Women in a Birth, Le Pique-nique, She Tnks Her Tongue, and Women do thfs 

Every Day. In each text, the sounds can be interpreted as the chora, which 

(re)presents su bjectivi ties which are denied in Western pahiarchal society, be it 

those of the feminist, the lesbian, and/or the person of colour. 



A) Poetics of Language : 

Ail the wrïters discussed, except for Bersianik, -Ise the poetry genre. Yet, ail 

of them utilize p0ebi.s. For me, "poeticsJJ indicates aesthetic forms, such as 

assonance, ailiteration, word play, rhyme, repetition, and rhythm, traditionally 

found in poetry. Poetics ailow for a certain maileability of language, which, 

consequently, leads to a play between/with sound and connotation. 

The rhythm of Marlatt and Warland's writing leads to questions of genre. 

Although Two W m  in a Birth is labelleci on the cover of the volume as "poetry," 

many of the pieces seem to cross over into prose, essay, and interview form. Yet, 

even the prose pieces sound like poetry. Marlatt explains: 

Pm concemed with how [a poem] sounds, with how you speak it, and how 

it c m  be heard. 1 think my writing is fairly oral. What  most intrigues me is 

what I think of as the sound body of the work. What kinds of sounds 

bounce off, echo off, caii up other sounds. How the rhytluns elongate or 

slow down, or suddedy pick up and run. Al1 of that is of as much concern 

to me as the content or meaning. 1 don't think you can separate them. A 

word calls up another word as much by its sound as by its meaning. 

("Speaking inJJ 29) 

Much of Marlatt and Warland's poetry includes such play with word sounds, which 

gives it its poetic quality. For example, "Let me slip" includes a play with both 

texture and meaning, thereby typifying the intercomectedness of sound and 
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meaning that Marlatt describes. Beginning the poem with the cliché "let me slip 

into something more cornfortable," they then explore the etymology of "slip" 

coming up with "labif' which leads them, through associations of sound, into the 

following tangent: 

(la bile; IZbilis 

labia; la bials) 

la la la 

'my labyl mynde ...' 

I'bilis, labour, belabour, collabora te, eiaborate 

'The Hebrews names their letters, some guttural ... others dental ... and so 

they cail others, labial, that is letter of the lips' 

slip of the tongue 

'the lability of innocence' 

labium 'any of the four folds of tissues of the female extemal genitalia.' (135) 

The " l a  sound in "Let me slip" evokes sexual organs privileged by lesbians, since 

the "labial" sound can be associated with the tongue and lips, while the "labia" 

indicates female genitalia. The texture of "la" also evokes images of cunnilingus, 

of the tongue against the clitoris. Furthemore, the " l a  sound can be incorporated 

into a variety of words, and such fluidity, such slippage, becornes indicative of 

Marlatt and Warland's sexuality, and their subjectivities. As lesbians, they have a 

fluid relationship which slips away from traditional patriarchal sexual roles. They 
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see their relationship as fluid in the sense that there is often no clear demarcation 

between the lovers, whose "bodies [are] joined north and south / we are each 

other's entrance / ... / not separate but sameff ("Open is Broken" VI 53). The 

siippage is indicative of the unity of the lesbian bodies during lovemaking. In 

shortf the incorporation and repetition of "la" accesses the dora of language that 

is able to describe lesbianism. 

Not only does the fluidity of the "laf sound ailow Marlatt and Warland to 

make associations that represent their sexuality, it also ailows them to put forward 

their fluid position as writen who "labour, belabou, collaborate, elaborate." 

Again, the word play illustrates their fluidity of form and authorship, since they are 

both author and reader of their joint text They "labo& and "belabouf not oniy 

over their text but also over the body of texts that cornes before them and inevitably 

influences their writing and reading. They "collaborate" and "elaborateff with each 

other as well as with existing texts which they insert into their work. Al1 of these 

associations are made possible because of their play with the sound of words. In 

short, they create a gamut of readings which becorne as transient as the sound they 

first began with. 

In addition to emphasizing specific sounds, Marlatt and Warland play with 

the texture of words, breaking them up in order to draw attention to different 

readings of a speclhc word. For example, they rewrite "imaginationf' as "imagine- 

a-nation" (124). And in "17:OO coming into Port Pirie," they deconstruct 
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"civilisation" as "se-vili(ain)-1-say-tion." Although the words, when spoken, 

sound the same, Marlatt and Warland are incorporating the pulsions of language, 

thereby drawing attention to the history of colonisation. The uniformity of sound 

intersectç a multiplicity of stories, just as the history of colonisation, represented by 

the sound of the word "civilisation," has different versions. Marlatt and Warland 

see similarities in the colonisation of Australian aboriginals and patriarchy's 

oppression of wornen and lesbians. In both situations, there is an exterior power 

that is undermining the other's authority (be it the aboriginal's, the woman's, 

and/or the lesbianfs) on the basis of something that is fundamental to her/his 

identity. In other words, although the specific sites of marginalization are quite 

distinct, the system that produces and perpetuates their marginalization is similar. 

As Suleri explains, "[wlhere [colonialism] once referred exclusively to the 

discursive practices produced by the historical fact of prior colonisation in certain 

geographically specific segments of the world, it is now more of an abstraction 

available for figurative deployrnent in any strategic redefinition of marginality" 

(274). Marlatt and Warland insert themes of colonialisrn in their work in order to 

articulate their position as women in a patriarchal society, and lesbians in a 

heûxosexist society. Their play on the sound of words such as "imaginationf' and 

"civilisation" draws attention to the different stories present in one event They 

confiont and question pahiarchy and heterosexism, and, by extension, colonialism. 

While disseminatirtg colonialism into a general symbol of oppression presents the 
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danger of disregarding its historical and cultural reality, Marlatt and Warland's 

position as lesbians in a heterosexist society enables ütem to identify with the 

colonized aboriginal culture, and use the texture of language to expose underlying 

racist and colonial ideology. In this sense, it can be understood that they do not 

intend to undermine the historical colonisation of aboriginal culture, but rather 

wish to create a sense of community among oppressed people, thereby creating a 

multi-voiced resistance to Western and patriarchal reality. 

In their poetry, Marlatt and Warland manipulate word choice and word 

sequence in order to create sound. Marlatt explains that "in poetry, which has 

evolved out of chant and son& in riming and tone-leading, whether they occur in 

prose or poehy, sound will initiate thought by a process of association. words cail 

each other up, evoke each other, provoke each other, nudge each other into 

utterance" ( Two Women 26). The authors have purposehlly chosen a genre tha t 

gives thern the freedom to play with words. For example, in part II of "Open is 

Broken," Warland writes: 

the roses rise up 

stretch into morning 

each bush a brothel of red and pin .  orgy of opening 

petals provoke 

the do of desire 

corne womb-wooing 



tongues bloom blooming. (49) 

Here, Warland uses conventional images but juxtaposes them with other seemingly 

contradictory symbols; the image of the rose, typicaily associated with women and 

women's beauty, is linked to a "brothel" and an "orgy." The licentious nature of 

the latter disrupts the innocence of the initial rose imagery. Equdy important, 

however, is Warland's play with sound in the poem. Hanh sounds are 

conspicuously absent from the poem. The third h e ,  with ils pair of assonant 

noms, is quite long, and Ieaves the slightly breathless reader whispering the words 

"orgy of opening," thus reproducing the lover's acquiescence. The repetition of 

round sounds and of the "O" sound becomes representative of the woman's open 

vulva, an indication of sexual pleasure. 

The last three lines of the poem also rely heavily on sound. Each line 

includes a pair of words that mirror and complement each other. The meaning of 

the words themselves-"desire," "corne," " tonguesm-rela te to sexual acts. 

Nevertheless, the sound of these words is as important as their meaning. The 

auteration found in each line can be seen as representative of the rhythm of love 

making. The development of "womb" into "wooingff and "bloom" into "blooming" 

relates the climactic rnove towards orgasm. The use of soft sounds and mild 

stresses becomes representative of the act of c u ~ i l i n g u s  itself. In part III of the 

same group of poems, Warland writes: "on the tip of your tongue you flick / me 

leafi 'liff up / to tip tree top" (50). The assonance of these Uwe lines similarly 
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seems to invoke the image of cunnilingus. The repetition of the dental sound 

through the use of "t" and "1" h o m e s  reminiscent of the tongue (f)licking the 

clitoris. The key is that Warland does not rely on a graphic description of 

cunnilingus; she uses the pdsiomof language to create the image she is describing. 

Bersianik plays with the sound of words in the names she gives her 

characters. For example the names of h o  of her characters, Adizetu (ah disais-&) 

and Avertine (avertir [wam]), both suggest the concept of women's articulation. 

These characters, like their names, communicate the importance of women's self- 

expression; they sym bolize bo th women's silence (Adizetu is the silenced African 

girl who suffers a ciitoridectomy), and women's need to express themselves 

(Avertine is a writer). Furthermore, Benianüc uses the sound of words to inscribe 

alternate meanings. For instance, she plays with the mythological name 

"Agamemnon." Agamemnon's sacrifice of his aug hter Ip higenia is integrated into 

Bersianik's text when the women discuss the murder and silencing of women, a t  

which point Adizetu questions: "Est-ce qu'Aga m'aime?" to which the women 

answer "non!' (99-100). Bersiartik's play on the name Agamemnon, turning it into 

"Aga m 'aime? Non$" underlines the father's, or more specificaily the patnàrchal 

father's, lack of love and respect for women. Maroussia Hajdukowski-Ahmed 

argues that Bersianik is "subverting the nom (name) non (no) of the Father" (209)? 

In other words, the women are rejecting the name of the Father, as well as the "no" 

Y 1 will, Like Hajdukowski- Ahmed, capitalize "fa ther" to indica te the pafriarchaf Fa ther figure. 
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of the Father; that is, the "noff that restricts, among other Uiings, their sexualities. 

In this sense, the murder of Iphigenia is linked to the mutilation of Adizetu, for 

both are the result of the patriarchal "no." By inscribing patriarchfs negation and 

oppression into her text, Bersianik is able to expose its injustice, and voice women's 

rejection of patriarchal roles. In fact, once Agamemnon and his feilow patriarchs 

have been exposed through the use of word play, the women are able to openly 

discuss their multiple sexualities. 

B) Rhythm and Language : 

Often, through the play with the texture of language, sentences and 

paragraphs begin to exude a rhythmic pulse. The sound of language is no longer 

simply at the microcosmic level of words or syllables, but rather at the level of the 

entire b x t  Repetition within a sentence or paragraph, punctuation, and line 

spacing help to mode1 Western pahiarchal language into a representation of a chora 

that can reflect the subjectivity of feminists, les bians, and/or perçons of coiour. In 

Mariath, Warland's, Bersianik's, Philip's, and Allen's writings, the sound of the 

text as a whole begins to reflect the texture or pulsion of a position denied by the 

Western patriarchal order. 

In Le Piquemipe, BersianiKs a h  is to rewrite women's subjectivities, and 

in so doing, she often invokes the rhythms of language. Although the text is 

presented as a novel, certain passages have a poetic rhythm, particularly the 
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passages deaiing with writhg and the liberation of women's subjectivities. For 

example, when Avertine is stroking the Caryatid to Me, she says: "Aime-moi. 

Embrasse-moi. Touche-moi. Je Cairne. Je Yembrasse. Je te touche. Je te caresse. 

Aime-moi. Cowokmoi. Caresse-moi. Touche-moif' (207). This chant continues, 

with mild alterations along the way. The short, direct statements create a 

mesmerizhg rhythm that is reminiscent of a spell. The repetition of "moi" and "je" 

also emphasizes the female subject Avertine becornes central, and the text 

represents her self-expression through the repetition of the subject, as well as 

through the distinct rhythm pattern. 

Like Bersianik, Marlatt and Warland play with aurality in the cadence of 

their writing. Even the pieces that initially appear to be prose incorporate poetic 

rhythms. For example, their piece entitled "Travelling backwards through 

Australia" includes little punctuation. There are no full stops in the piece; rather, 

slasheç and parentheses m a t e  rhythm. Reading the piece aloud, the reader can see 

the subtle musical rhythm created in the following passage: " ... it should be 

familiar-ifs how i was bord breech back-wards back / words behind my back 

unable to see what lies ahead (lies are ahead) spine an antenna for wordless 

sightless first perception back spine / book spine no title through the fachial 

annotateci 'Strip Mapf of n a k a 1  (Mother) & His / tonca1 references distances and 

their lineal names" (113). Earlier in Two W o m  in a B ' ,  Marlatt and Warland 

recount their voyage on the train and describe the motion as a rocking, cyclical 
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rhythm that "carries you," and exemplifies the cyclical nature of their orgasm (10% 

109). Thus, the fluid and soft rhythm in "Travelling backwards" becomes a way of 

recreating their experience as lesbians on the train. The conspicuous absence of fuli 

stops such as commas and periods signhes the writers' rejection of traditional 

writing schemes and rhythms. Their writing style becomes symbolic of forging a 

new form to describe their experience as lesbian women. They acknowledge the 

historical implications of writùig and of desert irnagery, but redefine i t  The use of 

slashes rather than periods or commas ailows hem to build on the previous word, 

and its meaning. For instance, by writing "back-wards back / words behind rny 

back," Marlatt and Warland create a fluid sentence where they play with the similar 

sound of "backwards" and "back words." The similar sounds and the lack of a 

clear beginning and end create a spiralling cycle in the rhythm of the writing, 

luikuig the shift in focus through sound. 

It is apparent that the train irnagery in Two Women in a Birth is to be read 

symbolically. In addition to the rhythm's indication of the women's physical 

journey, it also represents their attempt to describe their subjectivities. In fact, 

Warland acknowledges that there is a trend in lesbian writing towards 

appropriating desert settings? Although the desert has traditionally been 

assoùated with men, exploration, and colonisation, according to Warland, women 

are beginning to Say "this is mine too and i relate to it in a different way" (110). 

-- 

Y For example Nicole Brossard's Mauve Desert and Jane Rule's Desert of the Heart 
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Such shifts in perspective are central to Marlatt and Warland's work. For example, 

the assonance of "backwards" and "back words" Links their voyage, their writing 

style, and the2 ideological project The women, travelling backwards on the train, 

are also travelling backwards through patriarchy, re-examining its ideology. As 

they travel backwards, they question words and language, thus the reference to 

"back/words." Their journey becornes a re-writing, as weii as a re-examination of 

history. They re-write the words, playing on sound, a process which leads to a re- 

writing of ideology. By playing with the texture of language, Marlatt and Warland 

draw on the dora in order to articulate lesbian subjectivities. Again, to recail their 

free interpretation of punctuation, they do not represent finaIity but rather an 

ongoing process. Uniike their patriarchal predecessors, Marlatt and Warland do 

not appropriate and fix meaning; they do not mark the page with stops that become 

authoritative and reminiscent of the colonizefs self-named stops along the railroad 

(92-93). Warland explains in a interview: "1 use the punctuation as indications of 

rhythmic breaks" ("Speaking in" 29). Therefore, punctuation no longer indicates 

hality or the transition to another idea, but simply a rhythmic pulse. Punctuation 

becomes an indicator of ka t ,  rather than the end of a thought The fluidity and 

freedom that is present in the rhythm of their writing, Uvough the use of 

punctua tion, (re) presents their alterna te su bjec tivi ties as les bian women. 

Whereas Marlatt and Warland use assonance and alternate forms of 

punctuation to create r h y h s  in their text, Philip repeats words as a form of 
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punctuation, a technique which also creates a unique rhythm. The poetic tradition 

of repeating a particular word is not new, yet Philip uses this tradition in order to 

subvert what has historicaily been accepted as nom. For example, in her section 

of poems titled "Cyclamen Girl," she identifies colonialism through the religious 

"conversion" to Catholicism. In "Vows," Phüip offsets and repeats the word 

"White," thereby punctuating the poern and idenhfying Christian conventions as 

a white creation and imposition. The 

White 

Book of Common Prayers 

White 

satin-cotton confirmation dress 

White 

sou1 

stand in stark opposition to the "triune majesty" the black girl believes in: 

"sunshine / black skin & / doubr (41). The sound of "white" repeated in the first 

part of the poem becomes a condemnation of the imposition of white colonial 

culture. Philip is not glonfying "whiteness" for its cleanhess, and by extension its 

purity, but rather foregrounding its ever present "colouration" of white ideology. 

It also exemplifies how Western society has taken "whiteness" as the nom, even 

though it contrasts distinctly with the black girl's trinity of "sunshine / black skin 

& / doubt" 
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Moreover, the harsh interruption created by the repetition of "white" also 

serves to illustrate the colonial interruption in black culhue. In the same section of 

poems revolving around Catholicism, Phüip repeatedly uses words to punctuate 

the poem and inscribe a distindly black su bject position. In "Transfiguration," the 

confirmation ceremony is displaced by a uniquely African-type ceremony. The 

names of various goddesses from various sources, but mainiy Ahican goddesses, 

punctuate the poem. Intermitkntly, the names "Aphrodite$" " A  ve Manal," 

"Afabeyl," "Oshun!," are shouted. The use of italics and exclamation marks 

inscribe the joyous exclamation of the names. Such interruptions into the poem 

empower women, even as they displace Western ideology which denies "the 

drums, the orishas (gods)-Shango, Oshun, Yemoja, and countless others (Philip 

"Intro." 15). The inscription of goddesses' names disrupts the rhythm of the poem, 

thus symbolically dismpting the Christian ceremony, and the colonial ideology it 

represents. In short, punduating the poem in this manner transforms the ceremony 

into a celebration of womanhood and African culture. 

One of the central themes in Philipfs work is the silencing of the black 

people. In the poem "She Tries Her Tongue," she uses Line endings and spacing to 

recreate and exempliQ the historical silencing of the Afncan slaves. For example, 

she describes the 

blackened stump of a tongue 



out 

withered 

pe trified 

bunit 

on the pyres of silence. (92) 

The violence of colonialism is ülustrated not only by the words "tom out" and 

"burnt," but also by the presentation on the page. The visual/physical distance 

between "tom" and "ouf' forces the reader to pause, thereby reproducing the 

forced silencing of the African people. Through the "sound" of silence created by 

the spacing of the poem, Philip is able to draw on the aura1 sense to illustrate the 

violence of colonialism, much as in Edict II of "Discourse on the Logic of 

Language," where she describes the brutal severing of the colonized's tongue, 

which is central to speech. However, Phüip is no t simply referring to events which 

include the physical silencing of black slaves, but also represenüng the cultural 

silencing of the black people. As she explains in her introduciory essay, "The 

Absence of Writing or How 1 Aimost Became a Spy," the imposition of the English 

language, which enkded the suppression of the African mothertongue, meant that 

the African slaves lost the power and capacity to represent themselves. This is not 

to Say that the black slaves could not speak, but that the English language and 

ideology presented the African people as a negative "other." 

In "Nellie Belly Sweily," Men  uses "thematic repetition," which Amon Saba 
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Saakana defines as "the repetition of a musical phrase on theme" (193). The poem, 

which tek the sbry of a young girl who is raped and impregnated, is punctuated 

by the refrain "Nellie beliy swelly / Neiiie belly swelly Neilie beliy sweily'' (26). 

As Carr points out, the repetition of this refrain "strikes an appropriate register for 

the confusion of this girl's play-mates who use it as a form of gossip to pass on the 

mysterious news of their friend's plight!' ('"Corne Mek Wi"' 18). By creating a 

refrain which is reminiscent of a skipping rope chant, Men is able to emphasize the 

youth and innocence which is violated by the rape. Not only is the girl herself 

physically violated, but her peers, who repeat the refrain, are king initiated into 

womanhood through Neliie's story. The girls are crossing the border between their 

innocent childhood, indicated by the skipping rope rhythm, and adulthood, 

indicated by the violence of the rape, and the girl's pregnancy. Moreover, 

relegating Nellie's story to a children's chant also becomes indicative of the harsh 

social reality that incidences of rape often go untold. In fact, Allen admits in an 

unpublished interview with Carr that she has been criticized by men in her 

community for "airing dirty laundry." Through the girls' incessant repetition of 

Nellie's story, Ailen reinforces the link behveen the girls and their future plight: 

labour. In short, by ushg thematic repetition, Allen is able to tell the story of rape 

and labour, thereby articulating woman's body. 

Not ody do Phitip and Allen emphasize sound by their use of rhythm, but 

they utilize it as a vehicle to (re)present a traditionaily absent body. Although it is 
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standard in poetry to have rhythm, traditionaliy Ulis has been iimited to an qua1 

and consistent number of strong and weak stresses. Philip breaks with this 

tradition, and with word order and spacing mates a beat representative of her seif, 

of black people. The most obvious example of this beat formation is in 

"Meditations on the Declension of Beauty by the Girl with the Flying Cheek-bones," 

where she writes: 

Ifnot Ifnot If 

Not 

If not in yours 

In whose 

In whose language 

Am1 Iam 

If not in yours 

In whose 

In whose language 

Am 1 

Am 1 not 

Am 1 Iam yours 

AmInot Iamyoun 

Am 1 1 am.... (52-53) 
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The repetitions of "if not," "am 1," and "1 am" create a k a t  a sound, that breaks the 

standard Western rhythm. After a long sequence of beats, exemplified in the 

excerpt above, the reader is asked in whose language is the black woman beautiful. 

The beat of the poem-reminixent of an African d m  kat-drives home the racism 

of Western colonial society, thereby not oniy disnipihg the Western poetic rhythm, 

but also its ideology. As Dick Hebbidge points out, for people of African descent, 

"drumming was particularly important By p r e s e ~ i n g  African drumming 

tradition, by remembering African rhythms, the slaves could keep aiive the memory 

of the freedom they had Lost" (26). Philip's inscription of a drumming rhythm in 

her poem becomes a way of challenging Westem homogeneity and (re)presenting 

African tradition and culture. Not only does she (re)present African rhythms and 

thematically question colonial racist views of beauty, she also asserts the black 

subject through the repetition of "1." The questioning and insecurity of "am I"?, 

which serves to represent the colonial opinion, is countered by an assertive "1 am." 

The assertion on the part of the black woman that, in fact, "she is," challenges the 

colonial subjugation of the black subject Thus, within Philip's poem, rhythm 

becomes a key factor in disrupting racist, colonial assumptions, as well as in 

articulating a black female subject 

C) History of Language : 

The sound of words can often conjure up the history of language, hence 
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culture and ideology. While it might seem that by referring to "history" 1 am 

rehirning to the symbolic order, 1 want to focus instead on the semiotic quality of 

language. The sound of words and language evokes pulsionsof meaning repressed 

by patriarchal and colonial ideology. The sound of Language is emphasized in 

order to reinscribe alternate historical versions. The authors rely on representations 

of language that exist within Western patriarchal history, although it has attempted 

to suppress them. Marlatt and Warland revive, through etymological explorations 

via sound associations, historical definitions that allow them to express a positive 

lesbian subject Phüip and Men focus on the auditory distinctions between various 

forms and dialects of the English language. They incorporate the demotic in their 

work, thereby disrupting "propef (read Western) patriarchal form, in addition to 

inserting the sound of spoken language into the written form. 

Marlatt and Warland, whose project is partly to re-inscribe lost meanings of 

words, often play with the sound of words in order to foreground etymology. They 

use etymology as a form of word play, weaving it into the poem as "a way of 

calling up an absolutely departed from or an ignored and forgotten meaning, which 

after ail SU stands, though it's now no longer dominant It's a form of polysemf' 

(Carr "Between Continuity" 104). The intent is no t to reverse the defini tion of the 

words by substihiting the lost meaning for the dominant one, but rather to 

destabilize the centrality of the dominant definition. In other words, through their 

dismptions of patriarchal language, and their re-presentation of variant meanings, 
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Marlatt and Warland aim for example at defining lesbian love, which is 

haditionally "unmentionable in any positive or helpful context" (Wolfe & Penelope 

23)- 

In "1Z.00 coming uito Port Pirie," Marlatt and Warland play on the sound of 

words to describe the dichotomous nature of heterosexist gender relationships. 

They write: 

PROhibit (whose CONscience) 

PRO hhabit (whose CONtrol) 

........*.... *...*....*...o...... 

let's face it 

the PROS (he's a real ...) are the CONS (what a...) 

........................................ 

PRO: 'before, in front of, according to' 

(Adam before ... the Gospel according to ...) 

& 

CONS: 'conjunx, 

wife' 

women as CONS: "contrâ, against, opposite' 

to 

PROS 

that is 



behind, after, without a version 

negative female space .... (87) 

To begin with, Marlatt and Warland dichotomize the PROs and the CONs, but 

reverse their values, relating the CONs to the potentially positive "consciencef' and 

"control," whiie PRO is made into "prohibit" In this way, they show that "the 

PROS ... are the CONS," in the sense that what is positively valued in patriarchy can 

also be constrictive. The association of PROs and CONs as positive and negative, 

respectively, is debunked as a patriarchal conshuct Marlatt and Warland develop 

this point and associate the terms "PRO" and "CON" with gender, in true 

Cixoudian fashion3 In the latter part of the poem, they no longer simply play with 

the sounds of "PRO" and "CON," but use these prefixes in order to explore 

etymological roots. These explorations lead to a realization that the etymology of 

"PRO" and "CON" corresponds to the traditional gender roles where the male PRO 

is "first," and as such is central, whereas the female CON is simply associated to, 

and the binary opposite of, the male PRO. Thus the play with the prefixes PRO and 

CON, and the etymological exploration of their roots becomes a questioning of 

women's traditional place in patriarchal society, the "negative female space." 

Further, the writers trope the association of women with the passive "CON," 

inscribing the subject that is "off the mapff (88), and making the association with the 

French definition: cunt The play with the sound of the prefixes and the subsequent 

In "Sorties," Cixous argues that ai i  binary opposites can be assoaated to the gender binary of 
male/ female, where female is undervalued. 
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etymological exploration thus creates the ground for a feminist and lesbian re- 

writing of the dichotomies associated with them. 

When discussing the sound of language, one of the first things that might 

corne to mind is people's accents, or the sound of different languages. In fact, the 

sonority and rhythm of language helps to identify specific historical and cultural 

relations. In several of her poems, Philip juxtaposes the sound of various versions 

of English. The most Matant use of the sound of different writings is in "She Tries 

Her Tongue," where çhe inserts excerpts from various sources, such as a gardening 

text, chüdren's stories, the Bible, and a dictionary. She goes beyond the usual poetic 

play with word sound, word order, repetition or rhythm, using the sound of the 

tex6 but more speahcally its language use, to reflect different ideologies. Although 

Philip does not use the demotic in "She Tries Her Tongue," the presentation of the 

sounds of these various colonial writings helps to contextualize the linguistic forces 

that confront the black subject, a theme which is central to the poem. By presenting 

a number of authoritative versions of English, the poem undermines the authority 

of "standard" Engiish, since each genre presents different usages of the English 

language. For example, atone point in the poern, Phiüp juxtaposes old English and 

contemporary usage af English: 

forgive her me this foreignness 

lam not worthy so much as to gather up the aumbs under thy table 

forgive me this dumbness 



but Lhau art die sanie Lord, whose property 

this lack of tongue forgive 

is always to ha ve mers: (94) 

The contrast of soundof the two pardel prayers allows Philip to idenûfy distinct 

sound patterns, even w i t h  accepted formç of Engiish. Therefore, if the accepted 

versions of English are different amongst themselves, then there is no reason that 

the demotic should not be accepted as well. 

Yet, certain variations of a language are often criticized for k i n g  

"improper." In "The Question of Language is the Answer to Power," Philip lists 

derogatory terms for the Afncan demotic: "chattel language / babu english / slave 

idiom / nigger vernaculaf' (73). This list indicates the deviation from the 

"authoritative" colonial English. For people of African descent, representing 

themselves requires a negotiation with language, since the English language was 

imposed upon them during colonialism. By extension, "the English language 

merely served to aticulate the non-king of the Afncan." Philip goes on to argue 

"that it is impossible for any language that lnherently denies the essential humanity 

of any group or people to be fruly capable of giving voice to the i-mages of 

experiences of that group without tremendouç and fundamental changes within the 

language itseLf' (She T-16). According to Ngugi Wa Thiongf O, only the African 

language can represent African culture; however, the paradox is that for many 

people of African descent, English is the only language they know. Thus, many 
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authors, bound by English and the history of colonisation it entails, begin to use a 

demotic variant of English Using a demotic version of English becomes a method 

of troping iraditional views of "propef' English imposed by colonizers, in addition 

to dismpting Western ideology and inserting an identifiably black subject into 

language and history. As Philip argues, "[tlhe havoc that the African wreaked 

upon the English language i s  in fad, the metaphorical equivalent of the havoc that 

coming to the New World represented for the African" (She Thksl8). Perhaps the 

most rewarding aspect of using the demotic is that it pulls the m g  from under the 

traditional English scholar. As Carolyn Cooper points out, people who are üterate 

in English must suspend their traditional reading habits. Such "loss of status does 

level new and old illiterabes, narrowing the social distance between 'privileged' and 

'non-privileged' groups" (13). 

In her poem "And Over Every Land and Sea," Philip represents the 

difference between a mothef s and her daughtefs speech, thereby illus trating the 

dichotomy between the history of the African people and the new generation of 

(post)colonial blacks. The distinct difference between the mo ther's demotic " Where 

she be," and the daughtefs schooled (read: colonized) "She whom they call mother, 

1 seek" (29), indicates the language's inherent association with culture, since the 

daughter, who uses "standard" English, is not only separated from her mother, but 

from her culture. As Myriam Chancy points out, Philip "alternately deconstructs 

standard English and reconstructs the Caribbean demotic by unveiling the points 
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of ÎnteIsection between the violence of imperialism and colonialism and the efforts 

on the part of the enslaved to maintain cultural and Linguistic integriv despite that 

devastation" (279). In other words, Philipfs project of inserting demotic language 

into her texts helps her articulate a black subject position. By working with the 

English language, questioning, and usurping it, as well as (re)presenting a demotic 

version of English, she is able to expose the history of colonialism lhrough sound, 

as well as thematicaily. 

The use of the demotic, then, helps to (re)present the colonial subject, and 

place the narrator within the historical context of (post)colonialism. Like Philip, 

M e n  also inserts traces of the demotic into her work to help identify her subjects' 

history. For example, in "Tribute to Miss Lou," Allen uses a demotic version of 

English, saying: 

Pred out yuself Miss Lou 

Lawd, yu mek wi heart pound soh 

yu rnek wi just love up wiself 

and talk wi talk soh 

............................... 

heu dis; 

dem sey we sey she sey he sey hear sey 

raw rim of soul. (43-44) 

As a tribute to Miss Lou Like the title suggests, it is appropriate that M e n  use the 
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demotic, since Miss Lou wrote in the demoticf essentially mirnicking the spoken 

dialect in order to reach the Jamaican people that she was speaking about in her 

work? However, again like Philip, Allen does not always use the demotic in her 

work. In fact, often it is only a word or a phrase that suggests a demotic 

background. The poems that are largely written in the demotic generally revolve 

around themes of slavery, resistance, and self-expression. Inçerting the texture of 

the demotic language into poems about (re)presentation of the black subject, as is 

exemplified by the excerpt of 44Tribute to Miss Lou," allows Men to play with the 

reader's aura1 sense; just as the sound of the poem is black, so are ifs subject and 

theme. 

D) Musicality and Language : 

Another aspect of sound that helps identify cultural specificity is the genre 

in which language and themes are presented. Earlier, I mentioned Marlatt and 

Warland's use of prose/fiction to create a new f o m  intended to articulate their 

lesbian subjectivities. At this point, 1 want to discuss a form that evokes specific 

cultural referents and centres strongly on musicality: dub poetry. Just as Western 

writing and genres build on an extensive body of texts, and should be read within 

this context, "[dlub should be seen in a continuum with a rich history of diasporic 

in the introduction to Wumen do rhis Every Day, Allen discusses the project, and success, of 
Miss Lou. She points out that aihough Miss Lou did write, her medium was primarily 
performance, and that her wntten work has become "a major document of Jarnaican social 
history and culture'' (13). 
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oral, musical, and popular culture performance practices including (but not 

exhausting) gospel, jazz, blues, r tb ,  ska, calypso, rapso, reggae, rap, and hiphop" 

( C m  "'Come Mek Wif" 5). W hile Western writing traditions have grown out of a 

variety of written genres, dub poetry is rooted in an oral and musical tradition. 

Although much (Western) poetry is musical because of its use of various poetic 

techniques, the dub forrn takes "its name and aesthetic from the dance-hall dj 

method of dubbing out the lead vocal tracks on pre-recorded instrumental reggae, 

and producing a re-mixed version with sound effects, along with witty political, 

social, or sexual commentary" (Carr "'Come Mek Wi'" 7)? In its very essence, 

then, dub poetry is music and consciousness. The key difference between the 

musicality of Western poetry and dub poetry is that Western p o e q  is based on 

aesthetics, while dub poetry focuses on the message, the musicality is secondary, 

and is only used to help transmit the message. 

Dub poets use musicality in order to help transmit "loaded" messages. That 

is, people Listen to, sing and dance to, and therefore are more receptive of political 

and social commentaries communicated through music. As Carr argues in a 

forthcorning article on Allen, dub poetry disrupts Western tradition by 

transcending the poetic emphasis on form. Rather, Allen, like other dub poets, 

situates dub poetry at the junction of aesthetics and political and social 

consciousnes (6). "Rub A Dub Style h a  Regent Park" is perhaps AUenfs strongest 

" For an extensive history of dub poetry, refer to Hebbidge's Cut 'N'Mir, which traces the 
roots and variations of black oral traditions. 
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mixture of musicality, political, social, and historical consciousness. From the 

beginning, Allen was set on using "a dance-hall style track, a celebration of the 

cutting edge of the Regent Park DJ-rap culture" in this poem (Waker 87). The 

musical style represents the current musical style associated with black youths, 

while the Iyrical content refers to black experiences. In the poem, Allen argues that 

resistance to racism Lies within the word: it "could've been a gun spiliing out the 

ünes / but is a mikeff (82). In addition to foregrounding a decidedly black musical 

kat, Men also inscribes part of Bob Madeys lyrics,"forget yu troubles and dance." 

This serves to create a live dialogue with other black music traditions, consequently 

creating a distinct body of reference-one that is music based, but more 

significantly, nomwestern. Thus both the sound of the poem and the musical 

references it contains help locate a black subject position. 

Although dub poehy is often set against a musical background, the "musical 

accompanirnent is not as important to dub poetry as hearing the reggae rhythm in 

the poem" (Chamberlin 236). A wonderful example of this is Allen's poem "Rasta 

in Court" Hearing Men perform this piece, one clearly gets a sense of the rhythm 

of the demotic language. It is no longer a question of spacing or iine endings, as in 

traditional poetry, but rather of the Uiflection of the speaker. As Edward Kamu 

Bra thwaite explains in NiSory of the Voice, the demo tic language nses and falls in 

intonation, drasticaiiy and often, whereas the Western language tends to be uniform 



and horizontal in p i t ~ h . ~ ~  Moreover, 

[tlhe poetry of [dub poets] is not fashioned for passive enjoyment through 

reading. The language is vital in terms of its sonority, i b  rhythm, the 

auditory impact it can produce. That is to Say: the violence with which these 

poets manipulate the distortion of the instrument of the voice-in foms 

originating in the street ay, popuiar oral story-teliing, etc-until it huns into 

screams, noises, sounds, or eloquent silences. .. ." (5) 
The textual quaiity of language in dub poetry that Emilio Jorge Rodriguez is 

describing relies on the auditory sense of the reader/audience. The sound of the 

demotic language aiiows the presence of a subject denied within colonial language 

and ideology. In "Rasta in Court," Men's infiection peaks on, and emphasizes, the 

"in sound in words such as "night," "right," "fright," "sight," "light," "revive," and 

"bicycle." This emphasis on the "in is reminiscent of Rastafarianism's focus on "1 

and I," which, incidentally, AUen ais0 incorporates into the poern? "Even the dub 

poets who are not Rastas like to use the Rasta style," Michael Angrosino argues, 

"because it is such an effective form of mtiestablishmen~rianism, ... and it 

39 Although 1 feel that 1 wodd be remis if 1 did not point out the distinct sound of dub poetry 
and the demotic since 1 am trying to argue that the reader's aura1 senses are invoked by the 
authors' writing 1 wili not attempt to deçcribe the musicality of the demotic language. It would 
take an extensive Linguistic analysis to define how the specific intonations and inaections of the 
demotic language create a distinct sound pattern. In fact, the musicality of the demotic 
ianguage seems to be taken for granted by black writers, who ali admit to the power and rhythm 
of Ianguage (see for example "Ideas: Bladc on biack" or Du& Poe*. 

The Rasta "1 an 1" symboiizes Cod's presence within one, solidarity among blacks, and the 
importance of the black subject. Ln an extensive footnote, Midiael Angrosino disasses the 
importance of the " 1" for Rastas (88). 
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symbolicaily thumbs its nose at 'standard English'" (83). Therefore, Men's use of 

"1 an IM and her focus on the "if' sound, not only creates a musical dimension to her 

work, but also aids in the articulation of a black subject The sound of the "i" is 

ever present, and, like the presence of the black people, should not be erased or 

dismissed, but rather emphasized and celebrated. In short, regardless of the theme 

of the poem, the demotic pufsions of the language evoke images of black culture 

and his tory. 

Even though the rhythm and musicality of dub poetry is to be found in its 

language, and every dub poet would argue that it is the word that is central to their 

work, these poets more ofkn than not include a musical background of drums and 

various percussion instruments to create a bass rhythm that is distinctly 

representative of black culture. In fact, music, son& and dance have al1 been central 

elements to resistance within black history." It is in this sense that incorporating 

musicaiity into the written works ailows authors such as Allen to (re)present a 

distinct subject position. Although some might question the intentions of dub 

poetry, considering the paradox of "translating" an oral language and form into a 

written one, the written form becomes part of a legitimization project (Cooper 40). 

Moreover, in a culture that gives priority to the written word, dub poetry helps 

In Race, Space and the P&cs of MovYlg, Philip traces the history of Caribana, and explains: 
"They [slaves] living on plantations where massa [white owners] watching and trying to control 
aii their moving, the moving of the* thinking, their speakhg and their singing, the moving of 
their hands on the drum s h  giving praise to their go&, even the moving of their feelings" (4). 
Consequently, the bladc slaves' refusai to be "quiet" illustrates the empowering role of sound. 
Speaking, singing, and dancing ail present a disruption of colonial authority. 
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make demotic English and black culture accessible to a larger audience, one that 

might not attend oral performances. 

ln Noises in the Blow, Cooper contends that, "liice a musical score, the poem 

pressed to the page encodes performance" (68). In other words, just as the musical 

score is susceptible to uiterpretation, the written poem is also versatile and fiuid. 

The poem is not ody a reflection of the authof s subje  position, but of the readefs. 

The reader interprets the pausa, inflections, emphases, word choices, line endings, 

and so on, based on her/his individuai background. As Phiüp explains in her essay 

"Who's Listening?," her audience is varied. In fact, 1 would argue that there is no 

one typical reader for any of the texts discussed here. Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, 

Philip, as well as Allen, address a virtual audience which includes their peers, as 

well as an open-minded "other." All of these authors incorporate poetic elements 

that help to sifuate their specific site of (re)presentation, be it that of the woman, the 

lesbian, and/or the person of colour. The body is no longer simply to be labelled 

"other." It has been repossessed and articulated by these writers. It has been 

presented as a sensual tool, capable of knowledge through a variety of senses. In 

effect, in order to emphasize the importance of the bodily senses they engage the 

reader's body kough the auditory sense. They exemplify what they are hying to 

illustrate no t only thematically, but also sensually. 



Conclusion 

The body has become, over the years, more than a vesse1 that contains the 

soul. For women, the struggle to gain power of choice with regard to what happens 

to the physical body is far from over; they rnust stiil contend with the patriarchal 

social structure about medical choices, such as abortion, mastectomy, general health 

care, as well as euthanasia. For theoreticians and iiterary authors, it is this 

contentious relationship that makes the body such a powerfd site for change. In 

"LE rire de la Meduse," Cixouç presents the urgency for women to re-possess their 

bodies and their subjectivities. Within patriarchy, women's lack of power over their 

bodies and how Uieir bodies are represented is indicative of their subordinate 

position. 

The body is the one thing that one can truly possess. For this reason, women 

mus t dislocate themselves from the imposed silence and em body themselves. 

Grounding themselves in the one aspect that is truly their own, women can then 

begin to define the subtleties of their subjectivities. For Marlatt, Warland, and 

Bersianik, inserting the body into the text becornes priniarily a representation of 

sexuality, while Phiiip and Allen present a body marked by coloniaüsm. For al1 

these authors, the body is both signified and signifier. As signified, it had been 

inscnbed with various Western patriarchal signs, ali of which deny their position 
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as subject. As signifier, the body is capable of expressing subjectivities that are 

repressed within patriarchal discourse. 

Going from the general to the speafic, then, women begm by acknowledging 

and confronting the signs imposed on the body, they re-image their individual 

bodies, then use the bodily senses to describe their specific socio-cultural positions 

as women, lesbians, and/or person of colour. Marlatt, Warland, Bersianik, Phiüp, 

and Allen do not simply dismiss patriarchal associations of woman and body, or 

traditional images of "woman-ness;" rather, they re-contextualize the body into 

spific articulations of their individual subjectivities. The mos t obvious example 

of this is matemal imagery, which the authors uolize to descnbe selfexpression, 

sexuality, and colonialism. 

Once the authors have demonstrated the potential inherent within re- 

imaging the body, they draw on various bodily senses in order to (re)present 

themselves. They identify the Western patriarchal gaze which possessed, 

repressed, and objectified women, and usurp it by relying on the sense of touch, as 

well as on orality and aurality. The body as signifier, as subject, interacts with the 

world on a tangible level. The reality of the world can be touched, and, for this 

reason, the tactile s e w  becornes a strong mode for comrnunicating sexual pleasures 

for Marlatt, Warland, and Bersianik, as well as the silencing of black slaves in 

Phiiip's text The power of oral communication as resistance is often evidenced in 

conkmporary Western society by the emphasis on protest gatherings. Within the 
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written text, orality becomes representative of a marginalised medium, which, by 

its insertion into the text, disrupts the hierarchy of forms of representation. 

However, talking has often k e n  favoured by people in authority. In their texts, 

Marlatt, Warland, Bersian&, Philip, and Allen, create a figurative dialogue by also 

insertirtg the auditory sense. They not only speak and signify their bodily senses, 

they also listen. 

Two Wumen i~ a BWh, Le Pique-nique, She Tries Her Tongue, and Women 

do th& Every Day not only theorize and thematize the importance of em bodiment, 

but also draw on the reader's sensibiüties. The authors' use of poetic form, rhythm, 

intonations, and musicality help signify the womenfs specific subjectivities. In 

addition to their rejection of the visual, their texts focus on the readef s aura1 sense, 

thereby displacing the emphasis on gazirtg which is perpetuated in contemporary 

Western culture through the incessant use of visual media. Consequently, Marlatt, 

Warland, Bersianik, Philip, and Ailen, incorporate woman's body into the text to 

the M e s t  extent, thematking embodiment as weli as textuaily inscribing the bodily 

senses, both the characters' and the reader's. Yet, the body is never essentialized; 

it represents the specific and individual subjectivities of the various women, and 

their sociotultural-histoncal sphere. In this sense, by appropriating the position 

of subject for women and by presenting multiple bodies, these authors al1 present 

the potential inherent in each one of us. All one needs is a body to speak of and 

from. 
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